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Abstract
This research project used a combination of methods and information sources, including original research, to
identify some possible strategies to build a sustainable future for the backpacking sector of Australian tourism.
The study was directed by the goal of providing a comprehensive view of backpacker trends sourced from
international backpacker experts, Australian operators and government personnel. The trends were assessed
through the responses of backpackers themselves. Further the opportunity to comment on strategies suggested by
the survey findings was provided in eight workshops conducted around Australia. These processes led to the
identification of 5 short term strategies for capturing market share and 7 longer term plans for pursuing the
potential of backpacker evolution for Australia. Some of the key strategies included building an extended
working holiday maker visa system, one part of which could be the introduction of a student holiday maker visa.
Other strategies focused on building education and training workshops for backpacker operators to better
understand, use and monitor technology. Key new partnerships and discussions were suggested between
education and volunteer organisations and backpacker industry groups and several strategies were directed
towards repackaging existing products and providing business incentives to generate new experiences. While the
research strongly suggests that backpacking in its many forms will continue to exist, there is also a clear message
from the research that Australia’s international competitiveness in this sector requires new and fresh initiatives
from multiple business and government stakeholders.
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SUMMARY
This project was founded on requests from the backpacker sector of Australian tourism. Discussions with
multiple stakeholders and Sustainable Tourism CRC resulted in the construction of a research project which was
then allocated in a competitive bid process to the members of the present research team.

Objectives of Study
The purpose of the study was to provide a comprehensive view of backpacker trends applicable to Australia
leading to:
•
short term strategies for capturing market share
•
longer term plans for optimal Australian and regional well being in the context of triple bottom line
considerations.
As a part of this process of assessing trends, further data to supplement existing sources were collected which
explored socio-economic characteristics of backpackers and their travel styles including itinerary and route
planning, transport and purchase arrangements processes of choice and preferences for destinations and existing
and emerging (future oriented) activity patterns.

Methodology
In this study backpackers were considered to be those travellers who;
• use budget accommodation
• are involved in longer rather than very brief holidays
• are predominantly under 40 years of age
• have flexibility in their itineraries
and
• show a willingness to be involved in social and participatory holiday activities.
The four core methods used to build the strategies which are the major outcomes of this report were:
• scanning of the existing academic and industry literature
• conversational interviews with 40 stakeholders both within Australia and in Europe and Thailand
• a survey of 1555 backpackers from 50 backpacker hostels sampled across 8 locations and varied to price,
size, location and branded vs. independent
and
• eight workshops with stakeholders reviewing the first three kinds of information collected.

Key Findings
The findings are presented in terms of the strategies identified through the multiple methods and channels used
to source and test ideas for the evolution of backpacking in Australia. The more detailed justification and
rationale for these strategies are pursued in Chapter 5 and in turn derive from the contributions of component
parts of this study.
The short term strategies are seen as being as desirable in 2010 and 2011 and the longer term strategies in
2012 to 2014.
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The short term strategies
Short term strategy 1
Explore extensions to the Working Holiday Maker visa system to promote budget youth travel. In particular,
expand the system in three directions; broaden the number of source countries for the Working Holiday Maker
visas (WHM); relax the eligibility rules for a second visa in terms of allowing time spent in employment in
metropolitan locations to count but only to the value of 50% of the time spent in regional locations; and reduce
the length of time for required work to gain the second visa from 88 days (3 months) to 65 days (2 months + 2
weekends). This issue was raised in domestic interviews and by backpackers themselves. It was also a theme in
the workshops and was seen as an advantage for Australia in the international interviews.
Short term strategy 2
Form a backpacker industry working party to maintain a technology watch and research agenda with a particular
annual task to report on technology changes. This group should direct the design of skill building workshops and
industry communication opportunities including informative web sites and training sessions for backpacker
operators. Technology and social communication developments were seen in the academic literature as a force
that the industry needs to deal with in terms of training and skill development.
Short term strategy 3
Assess the backpacker potential for the emerging international youth markets from China and India which are
disproportionately large in education statistics but limited in travel behaviour around Australia. This strategy
could include more formal relationships between providers of international education and backpacker businesses
to establish mutually useful marketing opportunities including visa extensions for student travel.
Short term strategy 4
Stimulate partnerships through a Backpacking–Volunteering summit; in effect a major meeting/workshop
between backpacker operators and multiple care agencies for volunteer opportunities in Australia. The parties
should meet to discuss packaging and mutual opportunities and should include social and community interest
groups as well as environmental agencies where volunteering is a developing activity.
Short term strategy 5
Design more specific country by country promotional material for backpackers taking into account emerging
international differences in technology use and interest areas. For example, strong differences exist in the study
among Irish, German, Scandinavian and UK markets; more specific promotional efforts such as 100 famous
Australian experiences for each market national group should be developed. This approach together with new
suggested touring routes could be directed at better regional distribution of backpackers.

The longer term strategies
Long term strategy 1
Create joint training provider – industry training courses, information services and special workshops for
operators focusing on new communication technologies. Some backpacker businesses may become leaders and
training centres attracting ‘techpackers’—those backpackers who seek the most up to date facilities and
technology enabling travel experiences.
Long term strategy 2
Design a new ‘after graduation’ student holiday maker visa (SHM) for 3 months to tap into the international
student market. The purpose of this SHM is to motivate students already in the country to extend their Australian
stay as tourists/backpackers. The boost to Australian tourism generally through post study travel with visiting
friends and relatives may be an added benefit.
Long term strategy 3
Pursue quality control mechanisms to underpin the image of Australian backpacking through a national
standards committee. This approach should be incorporated into the national tourism accreditation framework
(NTAF) specifically for the backpacker world and backpacker attention, particularly focusing on cleanliness,
accommodation quality, sustainability issues and activity professionalism. The incorporation of superior green
business practices would be a contribution to the quality standards.
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Long term strategy 4
Promote the volunteer opportunities in Australia from the major meeting/workshop between backpacker
operators and care agencies identified in Short Term Strategy 4. These opportunities may also have a training
and skills development component where some backpacker establishments become specialist training centres for
certain kinds of pre-volunteering travel. This training component could be extended to include more mainstream
skill development (e.g. hospitality qualifications).
Long term strategy 5
Create a more accessible international presence for backpacker tourists in key source markets (Germany, Ireland,
UK, Sweden and in a stop-over destination such as Thailand) through Australian backpacker ‘houses’ to act as a
one-stop shop for the provision of information to potential backpackers. This strategy links to the need in Short
Term Strategy 5 of developing more specific nationality focused promotional materials.
Long term strategy 6
Create new links and partnerships between backpacker establishments and national and state parks, zoos and
fauna/wildlife attractions. These links extend to volunteering and environmental care activities.
Long term strategy 7
Encourage the construction of new product directions through government incentives (tax breaks, low interest
loans or awareness of schemes to access new money) for the construction of facilities for the adventure operators
and healthy lifestyle options (hikes, tours, walking opportunities, sports, competitions and challenge events) in
regional towns.

Future Action
The strategies described as short term and long term are interrelated, with some of the initiatives in the next 2
years being necessary to design the longer term actions. As a guide to future action the strategies should be put
on the agendas of national and state backpacking associations, and state and federal tourism ministries for
incorporation into their work agendas as key decision making groups. Individual businesses may be able to take
sections of this study and initiate their own specific new developments by putting the findings discussed here
into their local context.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
This project considers the future of the backpacker market and associated services for Australia. The founding
aims of the project were embodied in the following statement of intent which was the basis for the successful
funding of the work.
‘The project will provide a major report detailing:
• a comprehensive view of backpacker trends applicable to Australia
• findings on socio-economic characteristics of backpackers and their travel styles including:
o
itinerary and route planning,
o
transport choices,
o
booking and purchase arrangements,
o
processes of choice and preferences for destinations, and
o
existing and emerging (future oriented) activity patterns.
This will lead to:
• short term strategies for capturing market share, and
• longer term plans for optimal Australian and regional wellbeing in the context of triple bottom line
considerations.’
(Sustainable CRC Research Master funding application September 2008)
The sequence of studies to achieve these aims was carefully planned and an appreciation of these stages is
critical to an understanding of this project. The first study undertaken was a review and scanning of the existing
academic and industry literature on future trends and issues for the sector. Next, interviews with industry
personnel and international commentators were completed. A national survey of backpackers using the content
and ideas from these first two phases of the work was then implemented. A preliminary analysis of the survey
results was then compiled and a presentation based on these findings was delivered to audiences in all states and
both mainland territories. Attendees at the workshops were asked to complete a form detailing appropriate
strategies to meet the future trends and emphases identified in the survey. These responses were in turn used to
shape the findings and recommendations of the study.
There are four preliminary points about backpacker studies which need to be addressed so that the value of
the project can be realised. A discussion of these points forms an important background to the project and serves
as an introduction to the topic area. These core points can be labelled:
• Definitional concerns
• Political and community image
• Local versus general knowledge
• Strategies versus tactics and product development.

Definitional Concerns
A persistent questioning of the meaning and application of the terms backpacker and backpacking was common,
both in reviewing the academic literature and in conversations generated in the interview and workshop
processes. Definitional concerns in tourism based around markets and the provision for those markets often raise
similar ambiguities (that is to say, what is farm tourism? What is a spa/wellness resort?).
Three reasons lie behind the definitional concerns in the backpacker market. These may be identified as
classification subdivisions, statistical measures and historical meanings. First, there is some academic pressure to
subdivide the overall backpacker market since this permits researchers to focus on specific sub-groups and to
write about smaller, lesser studied groups. Examples of this tendency to subdivide the market into components
9
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include publications and commentary on working holiday makers, flashpackers and student travellers (Richards
and Wilson, 2004). The end result of this process is an ever increasing expansion and reconsideration of the total
backpacker phenomenon with some commentators going as far as to suggest the term is redundant. As well as
academic subdivisions, some of which are also reflected in government reports and studies (Australian
Government WHM study 2009), there are definitional concerns based on how to measure and record the
behaviour of this market. These statistical concerns are built on the available data and so key variables such as
age and the use of one night in a backpacker accommodation establishment become the means to define
backpackers. These measures are not always subtle, appropriately inclusive or in accord with everyday use of the
term. They represent a statistical expedient which can nevertheless be valuable for some purposes. The third
force shaping the definitional concerns is historical. The concept of a backpacker is embedded in many people’s
personal and work histories. The term has been identified as being used in a commercial context as early as 1982
(Pearce, 1990). The close personal association and experience of many people with backpacking as participants,
and as managers having witnessed the phenomenon over three decades, results in strongly held personal views of
what backpacking is about and who really qualifies as a backpacker.
The resolution adopted in this study to the definitional concerns is as follows:
Backpackers will be considered to be those travellers who:
• use budget accommodation
• are involved in longer rather than very brief holidays
• are predominantly under 40 years of age
• have flexibility in their itineraries,
and
• show a willingness to be involved in social and participatory holiday activities.
These characteristics follow previous long standing social definitions of the backpacker market segment but
it is recognised that some groups of interest may add to those who meet all of the above core characteristics. The
first three points in the five item list were used to recruit backpackers in the survey components of this project.
Further supplementary groups of interest include those for whom the working holiday is the larger portion of
their travel experience, those who volunteer for causes and those who travel as a by product of being an
international student. Both Australian and international travellers are considered as backpackers in this research.

Political and Community Image
There has been an international tendency in tourism policy and planning to ignore the backpacker market
segment. Australia has been a notable exception to this trend. While some South East Asian countries have tried
to dissuade backpacker travel or at best ignore its presence, federal and state efforts within Australia to boost
backpacker travel through direct and indirect efforts have been considerable. These efforts provide a base on
which to build the strategies identified in the present research.
Even though the Australian tourism departments and commissions have been proactive in relation to this
sector ,and despite a raft of publications attesting to the economic and social value of backpackers to Australian
communities (especially in terms of filling casual work needs), there are some lingering community image
problems with the market segment. At the heart of these image problems there are fears that backpackers and the
activities and services they require downgrade the image of a destination. The fears are exaggerated and there are
multiple destinations, of which Uluru and Airlie Beach are good examples, where backpackers and more affluent
visitors successfully co-exist. Backpackers behaving badly persist as media topics of interest; in formulating the
strategies for shaping the future trajectory of backpacker tourism, some consideration to this issue will
be given.

Local versus General Knowledge
Backpackers do different things and are offered different kinds of experiences in the various popular regions of
the country. These specialised activities and the services provided afford people working in that area detailed
local knowledge. This local knowledge is a considerable resource in thinking about the findings of the research
and its local relevance but the specific information base can also be a disadvantage in reviewing studies at the
national scale. Both the interpretation and the application of the results of this research are likely to be influenced
by the topics which fit or resonate with the readers’ local knowledge. It is important therefore as an introductory
10
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part of this report to emphasise that a national study, with some input from international analysts, can offer a
broad view of backpacking and its evolution. Some of the points or opportunities may not currently exist in a
specific location; some may yet to be developed in that location but could be; while some may be quite
inappropriate in that area. The critical issue to bear in mind is that research should be seen as a creative input to
the strategic process and the specifics of its application needs the local knowledge. The rationale for conducting
nation-wide workshops as a part of the design of this research effort was imbued with the strong sense of trying
to add local input to the general knowledge creation process.

Strategies versus Tactics and Local Product Development
The expressed aim of this study was to develop both short and longer term strategies for the evolution of
backpacking in Australia. This task raises a particular problem of the level or specificity in the report. Very
broadly based and framed strategies run the risk of being self evident and are likely to be a virtual repetition of
current practice in state and national agendas for tourism development. By way of contrast, highly specific
suggestions need information about the local competitive business environment and can risk endorsing products
and activities which due to local circumstances may not be profitable. The resolution to this complex challenge
in this research has been to provide the broad strategies for shorter and longer term action, while supplementing
this material with examples from the multiple sources of evidence to illustrate how these broad futures might be
enacted.

Layout
The layout and presentation of material in the subsequent chapters of this report follows the steps involved in
developing the strategies. It is important to note that the report provides a succinct and select overview of much
more detailed material. In each section the main points from the studies are highlighted rather than reporting in
immense detail the small components of the studies. Interested readers can contact the authors for further details
lying behind the reporting presented in the following chapters.
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Chapter 2

SCANNING THE ACADEMIC AND INDUSTRY LITERATURE
The purpose of this section and its reporting in this chapter is to document from existing published sources the
main currents of thought concerning the future of backpacking. The literature and previous studies in this area
fall neatly into two distinct categories, both of which are considerable in their scope and coverage. Since the
1970s there has been a steady stream of academic studies about young budget travellers published in scholarly
journals, monographs and edited books. This work is subject to the usual review and refereeing processes. There
is also a substantial ‘grey’ literature; a term which usefully refers to non-refereed publications containing the
results of surveys, opinions and trends. Several of these commentaries and in house survey findings are of
special interest to this project. A key focus of the information considered in this chapter is its relevance to the
future.

The Academic Contribution
The volume of contemporary academic work on the topic of backpacking is now quite impressive. In books
about backpacking resulting from conferences held by the Backpacking Research Group (BRG), a special
interest group of the ATLAS organisation which is a European association for international researchers, the total
number of pages devoted to referencing relevant material from social science studies was 17 pages in 2004 and
25 pages in 2007 (Richards and Wilson, 2004; Ateljevic and Dorne, 2007). This amounts to over 500 references
of which approximately 100 are actual backpacker studies while the remainder contain material of linked and
wider interest.
One way to classify all this material is to see that it has developed in phases, each of which has had a distinct
emphasis. The phases can be labelled an exploratory phase, a managerial phase and a meaning oriented phase. In
the exploratory phase individual authors with no particular connection to each other provided commentaries on
the emerging groups of young budget travellers. The individualistic, even unconventional nature of young
budget 1970s road travellers, hippies and drifters were highlighted. In the second phase of studies researchers
tended to document the characteristics of an increasingly clear and solidified market. Many of these studies were
conducted in the 1980s and 1990s when backpacking had grown into a mainstream tourism flow. At that time
many backpackers often followed quite predictable itineraries embracing routes in India, South East Asia,
Australia and New Zealand. Researchers working in this market analysis and managerial tradition provided some
of the foundation reports and studies which alerted government and marketing organisations to the economic
contributions of backpackers. In these studies, backpacking as an activity and as a research topic was clearly
seen and treated as an institutionalised phenomenon—with the backpackers being seen as a standard kind of
market segment to be measured and managed. While this work continues, in the last decade a somewhat different
style of academic study has tended to prevail. Researchers in this ‘meaning’ tradition seek to understand the
broader consequences of backpacking for the individuals themselves and for the societies which they visit and
from which they come. This meaning oriented work has also developed its own methods and styles of study
often using creative qualitative investigations and relying less on large scale survey work. The preoccupations of
researchers in these traditions are summarised in the following table.
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Table 1: Topics and Directions in Academic Backpacker Research
Study topics of new/continuing importance
Nationality differences
Gap between the ideology and the practice of
backpacking
Backpackers as vanguard or rearguard of post-modern
tourism
The rite of passage as a construct defining backpacker
experience
Backpacking experience as life extension
New identities and backpacker roles
Backpacker ‘suspension’ in backpacker enclaves
Backpacker motivation
Budget and time influences on behaviour
Killing time, doing nothing as an activity
Roles of risk-taking and thrill seeking
Rural and urban enclaves, the importance of permissive
environments
Rituals and symbolic behaviour to earn identity and
respect
Differences among backpackers and between backpackers
and other travellers
Age and gender differences among backpackers
Impact of backpacking on destinations
Backpacking as an organised, institutional phenomenon
Distinctive national issues (e.g., Israelis) in fostering
backpacking

New study topics for fresh consideration
Power of entrepreneurs, organisations and businesses who
shape backpacker experience
Analysis of policies and plans which attempt to
institutionalise backpacking
Roles of benchmarking, compensation spill-over, flow
and slow time in shaping backpacker experiences
Hidden regularities in tourism and backpacker flows and
enclave development
Longitudinal study of backpacker travel through mobility
biographies
Sustainability reporting guidelines applied to backpacker
businesses of all types
Social-cultural impacts of backpacker behaviour and
backpacking
Environmental impacts of backpacker behaviour and
backpacking
Backpacker – local community interaction and
perceptions
Cultural transmission between backpackers and local
community
Health and social equity outcomes of local–backpacker
interaction
Drug taking and sexual behaviour contacts by
backpackers
Economic impacts of backpacking behaviour
Analysis of yield from backpacker enterprises to
understand investment and policy
Seasonality in backpacker travel at the micro and macro
level
Fads and fashions adopted by backpackers including
volunteering
Analysis of rising and fading popularity of backpacker
destinations
Technology changes and consequences for businesses and
travellers

Role of backpacker media and guides
Rising appreciation of economic impact of backpackers
Work leisure relationships
Global differences among backpackers
Backpacking and life span/life courses
Return to home society
Alternative voices about backpacking – the local
community
Backpackers and visiting sacred sites
The role of the Internet in influencing travellers
Home society – traveller motivation links
Backpacker story telling and narration
Itineraries and routes
Expenditure and its composition
Sources: Richards and Wilson (2004) West (2005) Cohen (2004) Noy and Cohen (2005) Pearce (2006)

The research topics listed in Table 1 include topics of obvious relevance to the future (such as sustainability
concerns, new fashions, and technology changes). It is important to emphasise that Table 1 displays topics of
13
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importance and areas where research is underway—but despite the global efforts and amount of work being
conducted there are few definitive future focused studies. Much of the work is concerned with current activity or
reflections on past behaviour.
Three major themes with implications for the evolution of backpacking can be identified from this rich
resource of academic work. Each of these themes will be illustrated by and anchored to key academic studies.
The four themes are:
1. Consistent or varied styles of behaviour
Cohen (2004) recounts in detail the diversity and changes in the backpacker market since his own earlier
pioneering studies in the 1970s. He suggests that the quest for authenticity which characterised much of the early
writing and experience of backpackers has given way to a simpler search for ‘hedonistic enjoyment and fun’
(2004:50). This has several implications. First, backpacker travellers may only occasionally be interested in
experiencing the lives, cultures and living conditions of exotic others and may prefer for most parts of their trip
to seek familiar experiences, albeit in a different country with some minor stylistic variations. Second, Cohen
suggests that many backpackers talk and speak as if they value true discoveries and challenging situations (like
budget travellers from earlier eras) but the close studies of what they actually do and how they travel suggest a
growing trend towards living in a sub-culture with plenty of familiar partying. A third implication is that if
backpackers are post modern tourists (cf. Ateljevic and Doorne, 2004)—that is travellers who adapt and change
to maximise their experience in each situation rather than display a consistent focus—then there is likely to be a
future where backpackers shift and change activities and types of activities much more than in previous years.
The implication here for the present research is that it would be a mistake to describe backpacker interests or
market segments as set or limited: a more likely scenario is multiple interests in different places on varying
occasions.
2. The impacts of technology on the backpacker experience
A study by White and White (2007) has observed that the changing means of communication in a digital
environment has had powerful effects on backpacker behaviour. Not only are there issues for the future
concerning how to promote backpacker businesses in this increasingly rich communication context, but
backpackers are no longer ‘away from home’ in the same way as before since the means to engage and contact
distant family and friends is widely available. The electronic leash can be seen as liberating as it provides
numerous safety nets for travellers but it also diminishes some of the value of travel as an escape mechanism in
some people’s lives. The need to research and consider further the roles of technology in changing backpackers’
selections of destinations, the way they relate to others while on site and their accounts and records of their travel
are all important issues for future oriented studies.
3. The broad implications of sustainability concerns
Pearce (2008) and Speed (2008) both consider the impacts of backpackers on the places they visit and review
both the social and environmental consequences of backpacker behaviour. A consideration in these reviews lies
with the extent to which backpacker businesses promote sustainable behaviour. The studies raise questions as to
whether or not businesses which both promote and enact green solutions will be favoured in travellers’ future
choices. There is also a substantial and evenly balanced debate in the literature as to whether or not backpackers
generally behave in ethical and sustainable ways. One group of commentators assert that they use fewer
resources than more affluent visitors and are conscious of their social impact. Other analysts suggest that their
exploration of remote places is an impact in itself and the long stay nature of their travel is a greater mechanism
for social change than the effects imposed by short stay resort guests. Further, partying and alcohol fuelled
behaviours can offend sections of some communities and add to the locally generated problems at clubs, pubs
and tourist strips. Possibly more importantly, select adventure activities conducted without preparation can result
in tax payer funded agencies having to provide rescue or emergency assistance. This can be an expensive and
publicity generating exercise which damages the overall view of the backpacker market to Australia. Evidence
from many other business sources (cf. Esty and Winston, 2006) suggests that each year there is a greater pressure
for businesses and individuals to behave in sustainable ways and for future oriented studies it is appropriate to
survey and investigate the predicted level of impact of green pressures on backpacker evolution.

The Industry Literature
Many surveys and statistical data bases exist to summarise characteristics of the backpacker market. The broad
contents of these studies are documented in a series of tables (refer Appendix A). Four particularly important
studies of special interest to this project are considered as follows. One of the most recent publications of interest
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to this project and the future of backpacking travel is the work done by the National Institute of Labour Studies
entitled:
Evaluation of Australia’s Working Holiday Maker (WHM) Program 27 February 2009 Published by Department
of Immigration and Citizenship ACT by Y. Tan, S. Richardson, T. Bai and L. Su.

This report was being produced and the work conducted at the same time as the present ‘Evolution of
backpacking’ project. Since there was an awareness of this ongoing work, the present study did not investigate
the demographic details of the WHM market in any detail but concentrated instead on the nature of the future
demand for experiences and activities. In this way the works are complementary. Some of the key findings of
this report which have now been made available are summarised below.
Over 134,000 Working Holiday Maker arrivals in 2007–08 created more than 28,000 FTE jobs. The study
asserted that this market segment took up nearly 20,000 jobs for an overall gain of slightly over 8,000 jobs.
Expressed differently these figures mean that every 100 Working Holiday Makers created 6.3 jobs in Australia.
In the year 2007–08 the travellers in this category earned an average $10,667 while spending $13,218, a net gain
of $2,551. The amount spent was just over $3,000 less than in 2000 and 2001. The Working Holiday Maker
market is worth $1.8 billion to the Australian economy based on these 2007–08 study findings. The UK remains
the largest source market at 28,960. Other markets of considerable size are South Korea (26,758), Germany
(15,380) and Ireland (14,617). Most Working Holiday Makers occupy positions involving limited skills or
requiring manual labour such as farm workers—usually fruit and vegetable picking (27 per cent), waiters (13 per
cent), cleaners (eight per cent) and kitchen hands (five per cent). Of the nearly 20,000 Working Holiday Makers
surveyed, 13,411 cited travel as one of their principal reasons for visiting Australia, 9,599 said work was a major
motivation while 4,127 cited study as a big pull. The data from the study was largely seen as justifying a policy
perspective to expand not reduce this WHM visa system as the benefits were calculated as considerably more
than the costs. These recent findings are highly relevant to some of the interview results reported in the next
chapter.
A second set data of special interest to this study is the scope of the education market to Australia. The
statistics on the number of international students studying in Australia are notable as they are an important
potential source of backpackers both during and post study. According to figures provided on the Department of
Employment Education and Workplace Relations Australian Education International website, there were
543,898 enrolments by full-fee paying international students in Australia on a student visa (Table 2). This
represents an increase of 20.7 per cent on 2007 enrolments. Enrolments grew by 93 339 between 2007 and
2008. Of the top 10 markets by enrolment volume, 9 recorded increases between 2007 and 2008. These markets
collectively accounted for 71.2 per cent of all enrolments, and grew by 25.7 per cent.
Table 2: International student enrolments by nationality (top 10 markets) in 2008
Nationality
China
India
Republic of Korea
Thailand
Malaysia
Nepal
Hong Kong
Indonesia
Brazil
Vietnam

Enrolments
127,276
97,035
35,376
22,278
21,134
18,063
18,012
16,063
16,028
15,931

% of Total
23.4%
17.8%
6.5%
4.1%
3.9%
3.3%
3.3%
3.0%
2.9%
2.9%

Growth on 2007
19.7%
54.2%
3.2%
12.9%
7.1%
99.0%
-5.6%
8.5%
28.6%
65.2%

Other Nationalities

156,702

28.8%

10.0%

All Nationalities

543,898

100.0%

20.7%

Source: http://www.aei.gov.au/AEI/MIP/Statistics/StudentEnrolmentAndVisaStatistics/2008/Default.htm#annual
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Increases in both enrolments and commencements by international students were recorded across all sectors
in 2008.
Table 3: International Student Enrolments and Commencements by Sector in 2008

Sector
Higher Education
VET
ELICOS
Schools
Other
Grand Total

Number
182,770
175,461
125,727
28,798
31,142
543,898

Enrolments
% of Growth on
Total
2007
33.6%
4.7%
32.3%
46.4%
23.1%
23.4%
5.3%
7.1%
5.7%
13.6%
100.0%
20.7%

Commencements
% of
Growth
Number
Total
on 2007
78,070
24.1%
11.8%
106,180
32.7%
46.1%
99,312
30.6%
22.8%
14,537
4.5%
6.6%
26,116
8.1%
14.3%
324,215
100.0%
24.8%

Source: http://www.aei.gov.au/AEI/MIP/Statistics/StudentEnrolmentAndVisaStatistics/2008/Default.htm#annual

Australian Education International data indicate that the higher education sector ranked first by volume of
enrolments and third by volume of commencements. Enrolments grew by 58.5 per cent between 2002 and 2008,
and by 4.7 per cent between 2007 and 2008. Commencements grew by 37.8 per cent between 2002 and 2008,
and by 11.8 per cent between 2007 and 2008. China dominated the higher education market by volume of
enrolments (28.2 per cent) and volume of commencements (29.1 per cent). India was the second largest market
with 15.2 per cent and 15.7 per cent respectively. No other markets in this sector individually contributed more
than 10.0 per cent. Asian markets comprised the top 11 positions by nationality, and collectively the region
accounted for 83.6 per cent of enrolments and 82.7 per cent of commencements. Enrolments in this region grew
by 4.6 per cent and commencements by 12.0 per cent between 2007 and 2008. Growth for all other regions
collectively was 5.0 per cent for enrolments and 10.8 per cent for commencements.
Vocational Education and Training (VET) ranked second by volume of enrolments and first by volume of
commencements. VET enrolments and commencements were the fastest growing of all sectors. Enrolments grew
by 226.9 per cent between 2002 and 2008, and by 46.4 per cent between 2007 and 2008. Commencements grew
by 261.1 per cent between 2002 and 2008, and by 46.1 per cent between 2007 and 2008. Both enrolments and
commencements show rates of significantly increasing growth since 2002. Asian markets dominated activity
with 82.9 per cent of enrolments and 82.6 per cent of commencements. India was the top market with a 29.9 per
cent share of enrolments and a 30.9 per cent share of commencements, followed by China with shares of 14.5
per cent and 14.4 per cent respectively. No other markets in this sector individually contributed more than 10.0
per cent. Nepal ranked third in both enrolments and commencements in VET and has been growing strongly in
recent years. Between 2007 and 2008 enrolments grew by 138.7 per cent and commencements by 93.1 per cent.
English Language Courses for Overseas Students (ELICOS) ranked third by volume of enrolments and
second by volume of commencements. Enrolments grew by 118.9 per cent between 2002 and 2008, and by 23.4
per cent between 2007 and 2008. Commencements grew by 135.9 per cent between 2002 and 2008 and by 22.8
per cent between 2007 and 2008. China was the dominant market with a 25.0 per cent share of enrolments and
21.9 per cent share of commencements. India ranked second in this sector with 12.7 per cent and 14.6 per
cent respectively. Activity from the Asian region accounted for 73.8 per cent of enrolments and 74.1 per cent of
commencements, and recorded growth of 20.7 per cent and 21.1 per cent respectively.
The schools sector was the smallest of all sectors by volume, comprising 5.3 per cent of enrolments and 4.5
per cent of commencements. Enrolments grew by 7.1 per cent between 2007 and 2008; commencements by 6.6
per cent. China accounted for 47.4 per cent of enrolments in the schools sector. The influence of China on the
growth in the schools sector is considerable. Based on 2008 data, if activity from China were removed, the sector
would have recorded a decrease in growth of 3.8 per cent for enrolments and 3.6 per cent for commencements.
Courses that do not confer a qualification under the Australian Qualification Framework (AQF) are categorised
as ‘Other’. This sector can include exchange students in Australia or students enrolling in enabling courses to
enable them to subsequently undertake formal AQF qualifications. This sector ranks fourth by volume of
enrolments and commencements. In 2008 this sector contributed 5.7 per cent of enrolments and 8.1 per cent of
commencements. Enrolments in this sector grew by 13.6 per cent between 2007 and 2008, and commencements
by 14.3 per cent. The USA accounts for 25.2 per cent of enrolments and 29.6 per cent of commencements. China
accounts for 16.4 per cent and 14.3 per cent respectively. All other nationalities contributed less than 10 per cent.
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These figures are an impressive testimony to the recent size and growth of the education market in Australia.
The substantial opportunities to connect this market to the evolution of Australian tourism and the backpacking
sector are notable opportunities to be considered in this study.
A third study of special interest derives from the Key Results from 2008 Lonely Planet Travellers Pulse Data.
As a part of the cooperative research effort underpinning this project Lonely Planet kindly provided the
responses to their 2008 Travellers Pulse online survey for those respondents whose most recent trip was in
Australia or who indicated that their next destination is Australia, this includes both international and domestic
travellers. The sample was further refined to include only those who indicated that their trip type was one of the
following: Big trip/Gap year/Working holiday, Volunteer, Study abroad, Career break, resulting in 767
respondents. The following is a summary of the key findings:
• The majority of the respondents were female (74%) and aged between 20–29 (60%)
• Australians accounted for 35% of the sample, with a further 30% from the United Kingdom
• Australians were significantly older (35) than other respondents, particularly when compared to Germans
(24).
• Respondents were well travelled, with 37% having visited 11–20 countries, and 28% having visited
4–10 countries.
• The most important reasons for undertaking the trip were to do something new and different (48%), to
explore/learn about another culture (42%) and to relax and unwind (39%). Meeting local people and
experiencing the local culture were also relatively important (35%)
• Scandinavians were much more likely to be motivated by the desire to do something different, while
Germans placed more importance on exploring/learning about another culture and meeting local people
and experiencing local culture.
• The information sources most core to the planning process were search engines (50%), guidebooks
(45%), accommodation websites (40%) and word of mouth (39%).
• The most important types of information that respondents were seeking included: maps, transport
information, activities to do while travelling, sightseeing information and accommodation listings.
• In terms of technology use, 91% always used a camera while travelling, 45% always used an MP3 player
and 89% either always (40%) or sometimes (49%) used their mobile phone.
• Only 12% always travel with a laptop, with 35% sometimes doing so, and 53% always access the Internet
in cafes etc.
The particular value of the Lonely Planet data is to highlight across the spread of backpackers coming to
Australia the emerging differences in the interests of backpackers from different source markets. This theme will
be a part of further investigations in this study.
In a similar vein to the cooperative efforts of Lonely Planet the TNT magazine provided the responses to
their 2007 Backpackers Uncovered online survey. The following is a summary of the key findings from the 1010
international respondents:
• There was a relatively even split between males (52%) and females (48%) and the vast majority were
aged between 19–29 (90%).
• The United Kingdom accounted for 35% of respondents, with a further 13% from Ireland.
• The majority were visiting Australia on a working holiday maker visa (62%), with 23% on a 3 or 6 month
tourist visa.
• Korean (81%), Irish (79%) and German (72%) respondents were most likely to be on a WHM visa.
• The most common intended length of stay was 10–12 months (23%) with Irish respondents planning to
stay the longest.
• Qantas was the most common airline used to arrive in Australia (32%) and ½ of respondents arrived in
Sydney.
• A substantial proportion of respondents (42%) did not stopover at another destination prior to arriving in
Australia, however 70% of Irish respondents did stopover.
• Singapore was the most common pre-trip stopover destination (14%).
• A post trip stopover was more common (68%) with New Zealand (14%) and Thailand (14%) the most
likely destinations.
• 44% of respondents had a Facebook account, and 26% had a Myspace account.
• Canadian, American and UK respondents were significantly more likely to have a Facebook account.
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• In terms of accessing the Internet, 50% indicated they used Internet cafes, 29% used hostel computers and
15% used their own laptops.
• 23% of respondents accessed the Internet daily, 22% every 2nd day and 21% twice per week.
• American respondents were significantly more likely to use wireless Internet connections with their own
laptop (44%) and to access the Internet daily (41.5%).
• Hostels were the most common type of accommodation used (45%), followed by VFR (12%) and sharing
a rented flat (11%).
• 23% of respondents were travelling at the time of completing the survey, however 18% were looking for
work and 28% were working either full time (14%) or part time (14%).
• The most common type of employment was hospitality (17%) or bar/wait staff (15%).
• The majority of respondents (54%) said that they would not work in a rural area in order to obtain a 12
month visa extension, with 23% responding ‘maybe’ and 19% saying yes. 4.8% had already done so.
.
The growing uses of technology in different ways by different groups are highlights of this study and suggest
further areas for survey analysis in this study. Tables summarising other key reports are provided in Appendix A.

Discussion
A diversity of types of reports and commentaries exist in the industry literature. (Appendix A). Some are of more
localised interest and some tackle nationwide issues or provide national level data for others to use. As well as
the material summarised in this Chapter, the reports suggest areas for research attention and provide a
preliminary indication of some strategic directions. Six major themes and potential strategies linked to the
evolution of backpacking can be discerned from the reading of these full reports in addition to the four studies
and statistical data already cited in this chapter. These strategies include:
1. Explore extensions to the visa system to promote youth travel
2. Create new promotion efforts for better national and regional distribution of backpackers
3. Use and understand the new communication technologies in line with backpacker skills and everyday
use
4. Pursue quality control mechanisms to underpin the image of Australian backpacking
5. Promote and create new product offerings including multiple touring routes
6. Create further training opportunities for managers and staff working in the sector.
The value and further exploration of these themes will be considered in interviews with stakeholders and the
backpackers as a part of the sequence of studies in this research report.
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Chapter 3

STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS
Introduction
Conversational interviews with a total of 40 national and international stakeholders were conducted. These
interviews took place in Australia, Thailand, the Netherlands and Israel. The Australian conversations were
conducted chiefly with operators and government personnel while the international interviews were held
principally with academics and backpacker researchers.
The purpose of these interviews can be summarised as follows:
• to identify perspectives on the perceived challenges and difficulties for the future of backpacking and the
backpacking industry, and
• to identify the perceived opportunities and new positive directions in the future of backpacking and the
backpacker industry.

Method
Attendance at the Adventure and Backpacker Industry Conference (ABIC) (November 13, 2008) provided the
opportunity to contact a large number of backpacker stakeholders. Overall, twenty individuals were included in
this Australian component of the study and over half of these were accessed through the ABIC event.
Additionally brief conversations with backpacker establishments in Melbourne (August 2008) and face to face
interviews with state tourism personnel in Victoria (August 2008) and NSW (November 2008) added to the
comprehensiveness of views collected in this phase of the Australian research.
The approach to the interviews was a standard and simple conversational request. The researcher introduced
himself and explained that he was part of a team participating in an ongoing project on the evolution of
backpacking. The information sought was built into the subsequent conversations and consisted of a structured
approach using two questions. The first query was phrased as a bland question ‘How do you see the future for
the backpacking sector?’ Depending on the emphasis given by the respondent in his or her answer, the follow up
question either addressed difficulties or sought a response to the positive opportunities for the future. These two
variants were phrased as ‘So, how do you see the difficulties and challenges for the future?’ or ‘What are the
positive opportunities for the future that you can see?’ Notes were taken as soon as possible after the
conversations. While some interactions were quite brief, others lasted for over 15 minutes. The approach of
using a conversational interview maximises the naturalness of the situation and minimises the sense that the
interviewee is being tested or appraised (Dann et al., 1988; Gomm, 2004).
The international interviews were conducted as a part of a pre-planned research and speaking trip to three
destinations where backpacking is a well known phenomenon and there are researchers actively writing about
this topic. The intent of these international interviews was to access in an efficient manner the latest ideas and
trends from analysts on the international scene. The same questions were used as with the Australian stakeholder
conversations but there were greater opportunities with the international personnel to have more extended
discussion. In total a further 20 individuals were involved in the conversations and again notes were taken after
the interaction. These notes formed the record for sorting the dominant themes of the interviews as reported in
the results section. Table 4 lists the principal people who were asked the questions about the future of
backpacking. The respondents include those from the accommodation sector, those who provide transport or
specialist services to backpackers, backpacker researchers and future analysts.
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Table 4: Stakeholder Interview Participants
Individuals in AUSTRALIA
Penny Brand
Peter Burke
Brett Claxton
Alan Collingwood
Matthew Counsel
Steve Graff
Warren Gardner
Tim Gordon
Katrina Greeves
Evan Mahony
Sheena Matthews
Helena Marinic
Casey Nelson
Peter Ovenden
Drew Pearson
Robert Ryan
Boyd Scott
David Way
Jason Whiting
Vivian Shin

Affiliation
Nomads Melbourne
Travellers Auto Barn
Calypso Backpackers Resort
Travellers Contact Point
Aussie Travel Saver
The Friendly Group
Aussie Backpacker
Greyhound Australia
World Nomads
Pint on Punt Hotel
Melaleuca on Mitchell
Tourism New South Wales
Beaches
Global Gossip
Halse Lodge
Bondi Beachhouse YHA
Scotty’s Beach House
VIP Backpackers
UrbanCentral Melbourne
Lonely Planet

Individuals INTERNATIONAL
Dr Evi Arifin
Dr Jan Bergsma
Professor Erik Cohen
Dr Noga Collins-Kreiner
Dr Theo de Haan
Dr Alon Gelbman
Ariel Hirt
Dr Yoel Mansfeld
Dr Hezi Israeli
Dr David Mittelberg
Dr Darya Maoz
Professor Moshi Maoz
Orna Naftali
Jereon Nawijn
Dr Diane Nijs
Dr Pimrawee Rocharungsat
Dr Amos Ron
Yael Schwartz
Dr Wilco van Gool
Dr Jutamas Winsaning

Institute of South East Asian studies, Singapore
NHTV, Breda University, Netherlands
Backpacker researcher, Bangkok Thailand
University of Haifa, Israel
NHTV, Breda University, Netherlands
Kinneret college Israel
Hotelier Tiberias Israel
University of Haifa, Israel
Kinneret college Israel
Centre for the study of Jewish people, Israel
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel
Harry Truman Institute, Israel
NHTV, Breda University, Netherlands
Imagineering academy Netherlands
Rhajabat University Petchaburi Thailand
Kinneret college Israel
Tour guide, photographer, Israel
Imagineering academy Netherlands
Assumption University Thailand
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Results
The dominant responses are summarised according to five main themes. The outcomes of the conversations
represent almost equal measures of positive and less positive views of the future.

Positive futures and directions
Theme one: ‘There is a basic need’
The most frequently mentioned positive theme was that of the enduring nature of backpacking (or something like
backpacking) over the last 50 years. This long history was seen as offering a point of resilience or reasonable
expectation that the backpacking types of experiences would continue. The point was made by more than half of
the international commentators and several Australian interviewees. It was suggested that irrespective of other
dramatic changes in society (including economic issues and sustainability concerns) there would continue to be a
need for a large number of moderately affluent individuals to ‘see the world’. Some of the respondents noting
this basic motivation emphasised traveller motives such as seeking good times, fun and relationships. Others
took a more academic and sociological view commenting on identity and quests for understanding oneself.
Individuals mentioning this latter theme suggested backpacking was driven by contemporary society which did
not always offer (younger) individuals the chance to work out who they are and where their country/society fits
in a global context. The two perspectives coalesce with the common thread being that the persistence of
backpacking looks likely because of human needs for escape and identity which are not always easily satisfied
by other pursuits.

Theme two: ‘Respond to change by extending the offerings’
Some eighteen respondents mentioned that new products and directions for backpacking businesses appear to be
emerging. In Australia the importance of work opportunities for backpackers was spontaneously mentioned by
twelve interviewees. The work opportunities were not confined to harvesting, agricultural and hospitality jobs
since other service jobs and some executive/secretarial temporary jobs were noted as growing in importance. It
was suggested that opportunities exist for many backpacker accommodation places to form closer links with
employers and even be the venues for short training courses. The extension to the visa system was seen as
important and could in the view of several business commentators be extended further. There was the hope that
the Australian work opportunities would be a point of salvation for backpacking travellers if economic times
became worse. It was noted that backpackers are highly mobile and can be readily employed on short contracts
and in part time jobs. Other ways to extend the backpacker offerings were also raised. In four of the international
conversations opportunities to volunteer while in Australia were raised. It was considered that this was a growing
trend for some purposeful travellers. Diversifying the marketing of backpacker establishments was also noted by
two commentators as it was noted that appealing to out of town domestic travellers for city visits was a growing
alternate offering.

Theme three: ‘Profitable business will keep backpacking alive’
Several Australian accommodation providers reported that they had previous experience in other forms of
accommodation provision and that it was possible to make better money from backpackers. This profitability
consisted of the twin returns of the acceptable rates of return per room and the benefits of operating a good
bar/social space to encourage additional in house spending. It was suggested that so long as business profitability
exists there will be creativity in the entrepreneurial response to shifts in the market demand and that this
responsiveness will in turn keep backpacking alive and flourishing. This perspective did not exist in the
international conversations as understandably the prevailing costs and benefits of providing for backpackers
involves a detailed knowledge of local circumstances. One caveat concerning this perception is that many
reporting this view were the owners or operators of larger accommodation facilities, often but not always based
in Melbourne or Sydney. It can be suggested that the less profitable more remote and rural backpacker operators
were not in attendance at the backpacker conference and so the views of profitability reported may be skewed by
the perspectives of ‘successful’ operators able to afford the expense and time to attend conferences such as
ABIC.
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Future complexities
Theme four: ‘Technology changes everything’
This topic was sometimes viewed as a positive force in assisting the future of backpacking. At other times,
aspects of technology were seen as threatening to backpackers’ social activities and to dependent businesses.
Several respondents offered an almost nostalgic view of backpacking when they mentioned the changes that new
forms of communication had introduced to the world of backpacking. The notions that backpackers undertake
their (adventurous) journey isolated from former contacts and eventually return home to then communicate their
stories was seen, a little sadly, as a travel style of the past. Four points of change can be identified.
Contemporary communication practices including email, mobile phones, social networking sites and web
functions generally were seen as:
1. necessitating a powerful business web presence to use the promotional opportunities
2. connecting backpackers to their friends and home base much more than was the case just a decade ago
3. limiting some of the direct face to face interaction in the hostels and
4. communicating experience based recommendations about sites and facilities more broadly and quickly
than ever before.
Many respondents considered that we (meant both as the backpacker industry and researchers/analysts) still
did not understand enough about how current and emerging technologies were going to change the backpacking
experience and businesses.

Theme five: ‘The global economic downturn’
The emerging seriousness of the global economic downturn was a theme mentioned throughout the
conversations. The depth and seriousness of the problem was developing across the time period of the interviews
(August to December, 2008). The overview and general feeling was that the effects would reduce the numbers of
backpackers, although the view was frequently put that backpackers might be affected less than some other
market segments due to attitudes of generation Y and their preference for immediate experience rather than
longer term concerns. Nevertheless having the initial resources to travel were seen as less likely, particularly if
some of the resources were linked to a dependency on parents or secure employment. There were quite a few
respondents who connected this issue with the importance of marketing Australia as a place where casual jobs
could be combined with travelling.

Theme six: ‘International safety and security’
Two international events—the Mumbai killings and the political protests at Bangkok airport—occurred during
the course of the international interviews. Since the Australian respondents were interviewed before these events
only the international conversations raised the implications of these issues. While the Mumbai attacks were seen
as horrific and in fact targeted the Chabad backpacker house in that city, it was also considered that in the longer
term terrorism would not dissuade many backpacker travellers. One expert on safety and security noted that the
random and unpredictable nature of the attacks helped travellers reason that ‘anywhere can be unsafe and we
have to get on with enjoying life’. Cautious remarks were made by some of the international respondents
concerning the relative advantage of Australia as a backpacker destination which is perceived as somewhat safer.
The global reach of international terrorist groups as well as dangers inherent in natural disasters were also
commented upon and a consequence of tourism destinations needing to plan for and manage safety and security
issues was seen as an important requirement for future well being.

Theme seven: ‘Oil, fuel prices and sustainability’
In the international interviews high fuel prices and the long term future of long haul travel was mentioned as an
impediment to ever increasing numbers of tourists to long haul destinations such as Australia. Several Australian
operators saw this as possibly important in the long term but were hopeful that in the short (2–3 years) and
medium term (10 years) transport efficiencies and better technologies could keep the worst impacts of this issue
at bay. Several operators expressed the view that efforts to be ‘green’ within their business were noted by alert
backpackers and were seen as a responsible and a minor competitive advantage.

Theme eight: ‘Australia, the film’
The backpacker stakeholder conversations coincided with the anticipated and actual release of the film
‘Australia’. Tourism Australia personnel provided a presentation at ABIC on the planned international marketing
campaign for the film. Internationally the interviews in the Netherlands were conducted during the week the film
was released in cinemas in that country. The potential success of the film, its appeal to tourist markets and the
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promotion associated with it were talking points in several of the conversational interviews. There was a
widespread view that it would not have a significant positive impact on the backpacker market but there was a
corollary that neither would it do any harm to have a film with the title Australia being promoted in several
backpacker source countries. Several industry personnel noted that the ability to link ‘product’ and accessible
affordable tourist experiences to the film’s themes and locations were more important than the success of the
film itself. Some international academics noted that a modest level of success would be necessary for carryover
effects (as experienced with other films in other countries) to be worthwhile. There was discussion with a limited
number of operators about Australia’s competitive positioning in relation to challenging destinations like Africa
and South America. It was suggested that more adventure and environmental activities could still be developed.

Discussion
The individuals with whom the conversational interviews were held represent an experienced and diverse group.
Several had many years of experience in the backpacker sector. Quite a few agreed that in Australia, at least, the
backpacker operations had in general become more respectable and were treated as a mainstream part of the
tourism sector.
Interviews of this kind are held in different contexts with individuals prepared to or able to contribute
different amounts of time. The conversational interviews proved to be a successful format to access busy people
or if time permitted to extend the discussion as much as individuals wanted to do so. In the larger world, events
such as the economic downturn, terrorism, major promotional events provide a backdrop which shapes people’s
top of mind comments. Nevertheless by sorting through the main themes raised in the conversations there are
some broad consistencies which may be taken as a ‘reading’ of business and expert confidence and expectations
about the evolution of backpacking. While the results section has commented on topics and points discussed in
the interviews, some of the issues not mentioned bear brief attention. For example issues about poor quality
facilities, exploitative employees for working backpackers and price gouging or false advertising were not
mentioned in the interviews. At least in the view of the experienced operators and analysts interviewed, these are
not major concerns shaping the evolution of backpacking.
The perspectives on the future and the evolution of backpacking unearthed by the conversational interviews can
be highlighted as a set of six principal findings.
1.

There is a widely expressed but cautious optimism for the longevity of the backpacker industry.
Business profitability in some components of the sector is seen as sound.

2.

Internationally there is a strong view that the societal and psychological roots of the phenomenon of
backpacking will continue to nourish the demand for these kinds of experiences.

3.

Its future is seen as different to its past with the new technologies in particular reshaping how travellers
will be informed, how they will communicate and how they will report on their experiences. The
specifics of how to work best with evolving new technologies is a detailed topic for research and
practice.

4.

A dominant perspective is the importance of casual and short term working opportunities for
backpackers within Australia. Extensions of the Working Holiday Maker visa to a wide range of source
markets and for even greater periods of time is seen as moving in a direction which supports the
backpacking sector.

5.

Trends and shifts towards new opportunities were seen as involving more volunteer opportunities as
well as more working holiday opportunities although both of these styles of activity were seen as still
needing to be built around the social, fun, engaged and escape features of traditional backpacking.
Additional adventure and environmental opportunities were noted as a part of trying to keep Australia
internationally competitive with other continents.

6.

The sustainability of tourist travel is a moderate concern but is unlikely to decrease travel by
backpackers substantially in the shorter to medium term. ‘Green’ practices by operators are seen as
good business practice.
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Chapter 4

THE SURVEY AND FURTHER STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT
Introduction
Two surveys were used to establish the future direction of backpacking from a backpacker and stakeholder
perspective. The first survey was developed in order to determine the future of backpacking from the
backpackers’ perspective. This ‘backpacker’ survey was conducted online and face-to-face. The face-to-face
survey was undertaken in backpacker hostels in eight popular backpacker destinations: Sydney, Melbourne,
Adelaide, Tasmania, Perth, Canberra, Gold Coast and Alice Springs as dictated by the project bid guidelines. An
online survey was developed with the intention of collecting information from backpackers who may not have
frequented hostels. The second ‘stakeholder’ survey was developed in order to obtain stakeholder views on
potential strategies and was distributed as part of a series of industry workshops delivered in Melbourne, Gold
Coast, Sydney, Alice Springs, Perth, Adelaide and Canberra throughout June and July 2009.
In any one survey at any one time of the year precise statistics about visitors provides only indicative results
for interest. In effect this material like all the material in this section describes the sample rather than being
intended to reflect annual figures. Any distributions or figures of special interest should be checked against
Tourism Research Australia statistics and data. It is all important to stress that the principal purpose of the
backpacker survey is to assess future options rather than research existing patterns. The value of describing the
sample in some detail as in this chapter is to provide confidence that there is a sufficient coverage of
demographic and visitor distribution factors to build confidence in the ideas and future comments made by the
backpackers. In a research methods framework the study should be thought of as establishing a solid base for a
broad sample of respondents followed by the principle of saturation when considering future oriented views and
qualitative comments. That is when no more ideas or different views are being recorded then the survey has
achieved its purpose (cf. Krueger and Casey, 2000).

Methods
Backpacker survey development
The backpacker survey (Appendix B) was developed in conjunction with the Industry Reference Group. The
survey was produced as a hard copy and electronic version. The electronic and hard copy surveys were linked to
a prize draw.

Online survey
An online version of the survey was developed and made available from November 2008 to March 2009. A
website (Appendix C) was set up to market the survey and provide information and a front page for the survey
and photographic competition http://www.business.vu.edu.au/ctsr/backpacker_market.asp. This online version
was marketed through leaflets (Appendix C) dropped at all venues visited by the research assistants and through
online marketing with 150 backpacker information sites, activity providers, hostels, resorts and other related
organisations. Online contacts were contacted again in 2009 to encourage the promotion of the website.
Participants were also invited to upload their own photographs with a short interpretation.
In the end the online survey was not as successful as planned and no results from this process are included in
the report. As a result the findings from the survey may be biased towards those staying in hostels.

Self-administered survey
Researchers were recruited to distribute surveys in hostels in December 2008 and January 2009. In total 1555
surveys were collected from approximately 50 hostels. There were 453 recorded refusals the most common
reasons were due to language difficulties and not wanting to complete the survey. The hostels were chosen to
include both YHA and other hostels, a range of more expensive and cheaper price points and branded as well as
independent hostels.
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Table 5: Total surveys collected
Survey location

Number of surveys

Sydney
Alice Springs
Melbourne
Gold Coast
Adelaide
Perth
Tasmania
Canberra

271
189
69
226
254
247
267
32

Total

1555

Stakeholder Survey Development
The stakeholder survey (see Appendix D) was developed as a means to obtain systematic feedback from
stakeholders who attended one of the eight workshops undertaken around Australia in June and July 2009. The
survey asked stakeholders to provide a considered response to eleven major trends and an indication of strategies
for capturing regional market share. Information presented at these workshops consisted of the findings from the
industry and academic literature review, expert opinions and preliminary findings from the ‘backpacker’ survey.

Results: the backpacker survey
Respondents
The average age of respondents (n=1555) was 27 (median = 25) of which 54% were female and 46% were male.
A majority of backpackers in this survey came from Europe with most heralding from the U.K and Germany (see
Table 6). Germans tended to be the youngest (25 on average), particularly when compared to respondents from
Australia/NZ (32 years old on average). Also a greater proportion of German (64.5%) and Asian (67.6%)
respondents were female.
A total of 55% of respondents were working full time before leaving on this trip. When asked about the level
of education 44% stated that they had graduated from college or University, 22% reported completing some
college or University and 20% had graduated from high school.
Table 6: Nationality
Nationality
United Kingdom

22.5%

Ireland

6.6%

Germany

15.2%

Other Europe*

18.3%

Scandinavia

5.7%

Australia/NZ

7.3%

North America
Asia**
Other***
*e.g. France, Netherlands, Switzerland and Belgium
** eg. Korea, Japan, Taiwan
*** eg. Israel, India

6.2%
9.4%
8.9%
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There were distinct differences in the nationality profile of the sample across the sample locations as
illustrated in Figures 1 to 7 which compare the percentage of each nationality group in the overall sample to the
percentage in each survey location. For example, respondents from the UK and Ireland were over-represented in
the Sydney and Perth samples. In Melbourne, respondents from Asia and ‘other’ countries made up a
significantly larger proportion of respondents than they did in the overall sample. Respondents from Asia and
Germany were over-represented in the Adelaide sample. In Hobart, there was a greater proportion of respondents
from ‘other Europe’, Germany, Asia and Australia/New Zealand than in the overall sample. The Alice Springs
sample had higher than expected proportions of respondents from ‘other’ Europe, Germany and ‘other’
countries. Finally, respondents from the UK and Scandinavia accounted for a larger proportion of respondents in
the Gold Coast sample than they did in the overall sample.
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Figure 1: Nationality profile of Sydney sample
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Figure 2: Nationality profile of Melbourne sample
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Figure 3: Nationality profile of Perth sample
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Figure 4: Nationality profile of Adelaide sample
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Figure 5: Nationality profile of Hobart sample
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Alice Springs
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Figure 6: Nationality profile of Alice Springs sample
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Figure 7: Nationality profile of Gold Coast sample
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The trip

working holiday visa
study abroad
gap year after
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Figure 8: Overview of the major trip types
For those surveyed the working holiday was the principal trip type (see Figure 8), followed by extended
holiday from work/study. Respondents from Ireland (61%), Germany (55%) and North America (53%) were
most likely to indicate that they were on a working holiday visa. Scandinavian respondents were more likely
than other nationality groups to be on an extended holiday from work/studies (30%), as were North Americans
(29%). Respondents most likely to indicate that they were on a short package trip were Australian/NZ (15%),
Scandinavian (15%) and Asian (13%).
Nearly half (47.5%) of those surveyed had visited another country before coming to Australia. Respondents
from UK (65%) and Ireland (63%) were most likely to have stopped over in another country before arriving in
Australia. The five most popular countries were Thailand (30%), New Zealand (19%), USA (15%), China (13%)
and Fiji (6%). The results tend to indicate that respondents from the UK and Ireland are most likely to stop over
in Thailand, UK and German respondents are most likely to visit New Zealand before arrival, North American
respondents are most likely to travel in the United States before arrival, respondents from ‘other’ countries, Asia
and the UK are more likely to visit China, and North American and UK respondents more likely to stop over in
Fiji.
Almost two-thirds (63%) of respondents plan to visit a country after leaving Australia, and again respondents
from the UK (77%) and Ireland (73%) were most likely to do so, along with North Americans (71%). The five
most popular countries were: New Zealand (48%), Thailand (27%), Fiji (16%), Singapore (10%) and Malaysia
(5.6%). In terms of nationality differences, North Americans were much more likely than other respondents to
visit New Zealand after leaving Australia, which was also a popular destination for UK and Irish respondents.
Scandinavians were most likely to visit Thailand post trip, also popular with Irish respondents. Respondents
from the UK and Ireland were also more likely than other nationality groups to visit Fiji. Finally, Scandinavian
respondents were most likely to visit Singapore and Germans and other Europeans most likely to visit Malaysia.
On average respondents intended to stay in Australia for 26 weeks. The longest expected average length of
stay was for respondents from North America (36 weeks), Ireland (33 weeks) and the UK (29.5 weeks). In
contrast, the average expected trip length for Australian/NZ respondents was 13 weeks and for Scandinavians it
was 18 weeks.
Table 7 presents the average daily expenditure estimates for the respondents. The results indicate that, when
respondents purchased a tour or activity, the average expenditure for that activity was approximately $74.00.
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North American respondents had the highest average expenditure in this category ($100.00) and Australian and
New Zealand respondents the lowest ($47.00). With respect to general daily expenditures, accommodation
($30.00) and entertainment and alcohol ($24.00) accounted for the largest proportion of the daily budget. With
respect to accommodation, respondents from Australia/New Zealand had the highest average expenditures
($41.00) and the Germans the lowest ($26.00). Respondents from Ireland were the biggest spenders on alcohol
and entertainment ($45.00), particularly when compared to those from Asia ($14.00).
Table 7: Average Daily Expenditure
Accommodation
Food from restaurants/cafes
Food purchased from grocery stores
Activities/tours
Petrol
Transport fares
Entertainment and alcohol
General shopping and souvenirs

$30.00
$16.00
$13.00
$74.00 (when an activity is purchased)
$6.00
$19.00
$24.00
$16.00

Transport
When asked about transport options within Australia those surveyed reported that the predominant mode was the
airplane (73%), followed by the long distance bus or coach (55.4%) (Table 8). Interestingly, Scandinavian
respondents were significantly less likely to have travelled by plane (59%), particularly when compared to
German respondents (80.5%). Scandinavian (67%) and North American (63.5%) were most likely to have
travelled by long distance bus/coach and respondents from Australia/NZ were least likely (40%). German
respondents were more likely than others to have travelled on a backpacker tour bus (39%) or backpacker
campervan (22%), particularly when compared to Australian/NZ respondents (17% and 10% respectively).
Scandinavian respondents were least likely to have travelled in a backpacker campervan (6%) or by train (28%),
while North Americans were most likely to have travelled by train (51%). Finally, Germans (37%) and other
Europeans (37%) were significantly more likely to have rented a car, particularly when compared to Asian
respondents (19%).
Table 8: Transport used to travel around Australia

Airplane
Long distance bus/coach
Backpacker tour bus
Rental car
Backpacker campervan
Car purchased in Australia
Train

Percent of respondents who used a specific
transport form when travelling between
destinations in Australia (multiple responses were
possible)
73.1
55.4
27.4
29.4
16.8
14.3
36.9

Accommodation
Backpackers were asked to indicate in which types of accommodation they normally stayed. Respondents
indicated that the backpacker hostel was the most frequented type of accommodation (81%). Clearly, this may
also be indicative of the fact that surveys were carried out in hostels. Responses also point to YHAs (49%),
friends and family (24%) and camping (21%) as popular options (see table 9). Respondents from Australia/New
Zealand were least likely to ‘normally’ stay in backpacker hostels (68%), with respondents from Ireland (92%)
and North America (89%) most likely. In contrast, Irish respondents (37%) were least likely to stay in YHA
accommodation with Scandinavians most likely (63%). Asian (15%) and German (17%) respondents were least
likely to say with friends and relatives while North Americans were most likely (33%). Camping was a more
popular option for Australians (34%), along with Germans (27%), other Europeans (26%) and Scandinavians
(25%). Camping was significantly less popular with Irish (11%) and Asian respondents (10%). Germans (17%)
and other Europeans (19%) were most likely to stay in caravan parks, while Irish respondents were least likely
(6%). Other Europeans (17%) and Germans (16%) were also most likely to stay in a campervan, with
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respondents from Australia/NZ (4%) and Asia (3%) least likely.
Table 9: Preferred accommodation
% who normally stay
Backpacker hostel
Youth hostel (YHA)
Visiting friends and relatives
Camping
Caravan park
Camper van
Motel
Hotel/resort
Apartment or flat

81.0
48.8
24.0
21.4
13.6
11.2
8.0
9.3
15.7

Bed and breakfast/guest house

5.2

Places visited – relative popularity indications
Visitation rates to destinations will be influenced by where surveys were distributed so the following map is only
indicative of the relative popularity of the main destinations. For example as the sampling included hostels in
Perth and Adelaide it may be that they are over-represented. In Figure 9 the circles are based on a combination of
answers to questions about places that they ‘have visited’ and those that they ‘plan to visit’ so once again the
intention is not to estimate actual visitation but relative popularity.
Results from the survey indicate that Sydney and Melbourne were the most popular places to visit, followed
by Brisbane, the Gold Coast and Byron Bay. Cairns, Whitsundays, Adelaide and Perth had high visitation rates.
Townsville, Darwin, Alice Springs, Uluru, Fraser Island, Sunshine Coast had relatively strong visitation.
Launceston, Coffs Harbour, Broome and other regional locations had some visitation (see Figure 9).

Figure 9: Map showing places visited (red – most popular, dark golden – next most popular)
NB. Results are based on survey questions which asked participants to circle all the places they had visited to
date and the next 5 places they intend to visit and will be influenced by the number of respondents contacted at
each survey location.
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Travel experiences and motivation
When asked about their previous travel experience a majority of respondents indicated that they were
experienced travellers, 21.4% reported visiting 5–8 countries and 25.0% reported visiting 9–12 countries. The
most frequently visited regions were Western Europe (73%), Central and Eastern Europe (62%) and North
America (44%).
Respondents were asked to rate their motivations for travel based on a list of 14 ‘major reasons’ as identified
in the literature. The score ranged from not at all important (a score of 1) to extremely important (a score of 7). A
score of 4 and above indicates an important motivation (see Figure 10). Respondents were most strongly
motivated by the desire to experience something different, gain a new perspective on life, get away from daily
routine/pressure and to meet new people. Least important was to have romantic relationships and to be safe and
away from crowds. Importantly the desire to experience something different was consistently the most important
motive across all nationality groups, with some variation in the importance of other motives (see Table 10).

experience something different
gaining a new perspective on life
getting away from daily routine/pressure
meeting new people
developing my knowledge of visited place
being independent
enjoying daring/adventurous thrills
developing my abilities & accomplishments
being close to nature
connecting to past good times
strengthening current close relationships
experiencing fashionable well known places
being safe and away from crowds
having romantic relationships
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Figure 10: Travel motivations (1=not at all important, 7= extremely important)
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Table 10: Top 3 Motives
Nationality
United
Kingdom
Ireland
Germany
Other Europe
Scandinavia
Australia/NZ
North America
Asia
Other

1st motive

2nd motive

Experiencing something
different
Experiencing something
different
Experiencing something
different
Experiencing something
different
Experiencing something
different
Experiencing something
different
Experiencing something
different

Experiencing something
different
Experiencing something
different

3rd motive

Getting away from
pressure/daily routine

Developing knowledge of
place visited

Meeting new people

Being independent

Meeting new people

Being independent

Meeting new people
Getting away from
pressure/daily routine
Gaining new perspective on
life
Gaining new perspective on
life
Gaining new perspective on
life
Getting away from
pressure/daily routine

Getting away from
pressure/daily routine
Gaining new perspective on
life
Getting away from
pressure/daily routine
Getting away from
pressure/daily routine
Developing knowledge of
place visited
Gaining new perspective on
life

For those surveyed, Australia was most memorable to individuals due to their experiences and activities at a
diverse array of locations. The most common theme in the memorable experiences is socialising with other
people. Australia’s beaches and sun and iconic landmarks are also common elements in the responses (Table 11).
A sample of the data and the kinds of responses can be appreciated from a random sample of 100 respondents
recording their top three experiences as presented in Appendix D.
Table 11: Memorable Experience Themes
Theme
Socialising
Beach and sun
Seeing Opera house and Harbour Bridge
Urban sightseeing
Interaction with nature
Working in local community
Wildlife
Fraser Island
Outback
Road trip
Sightseeing
National parks
Great Ocean Road
Whitsundays
Meeting new people
Uluru
Diving/snorkelling
Surfing
Natural sightseeing

% of respondents
21.7%
18.7%
14.1%
13.9%
13.3%
12.3%
11.8%
11.1%
10.9%
10.4%
9.6%
9.4%
9.2%
8.9%
8.7%
8.5%
8.5%
5.1%
4.8%
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When asked how Australia can become more appealing the majority of respondents wanted cheaper prices
and discounts, improved cleanliness and hostel standards, and an improved transport system (Table 12).
Again a sample of 100 respondents is provided to indicate the repetitive themes in the responses in
Appendix E.
Table 12: Main Themes of Suggestions for Improvement
Improvement theme

% of respondents

Cheaper prices or discounts

33.8%

Hostels
Transport
Cheaper travel
More information for
tourists
No improvement required
Access to employment
Longer visas
Protect environment
Friendlier locals
Cleaner hostels

17.5%
15.1%
11.4%
11.0%
9.9%
8.2%
7.4%
7.0%
5.3%
5.2%

A comprehensive view of backpacker trends
Seven emerging trends were assessed for importance. The typical desired activities associated with these trends
and the preferred country to in which to participate in them were also collected. The following sections outline
respondent’s perceptions about these trends and the role Australia has in providing for the trends.
The trends assessed were:
• community volunteering,
• environmental volunteering,
• interests in spirituality,
• interest in improving health,
• travel to learn about justice and political issues,
• travel to experience intense physical adrenalin experiences, and
• travel to develop one’s personality and be different for a while.
These trends were derived from two sources. Existing academic studies on future trends were considered
together with topics and issues raised in the stakeholder conversations. This combination of sources provided the
bases for these 7 trends. Additionally specific attention was given to technology and sustainability as two
particular important issues for future consideration. These topics were not seen as specific content related trends
defining what backpackers might want to do but rather as underlying forces affecting all topic areas. These two
issues will be explored in even more depth in a later section.

The perceived importance of the trends
Backpackers were asked to rate the seven emerging trends on a scale of very important to not at all interested
(see Table 13).
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Table 13: Perceived importance of trends
Most important:
1. travel to develop one’s personality and be different for a while (2.57)
2. travel to experience intense physical adrenalin experiences (2.61)
3. volunteering skills and services to an indigenous or local community (2.65)
Moderate importance:
4. volunteering your skills and services to an environmental cause or study (2.82)
5. travel to improve your current physical health and wellness (2.84)
Minor importance:
6. travel to learn about justice and political issues (3.53)
7. taking an interest in spirituality and possibly other religions (3.63)

Trend 1: Travel to develop your personality and be someone different for a while
This trend was considered to be one of the most important future issues. Highlighted activities included learning
about self, working on personality, meeting new people and being in new communities. The top five countries in
which to action this trend were Australia (39%), USA (8 %), Thailand (7%), Africa (7%) and South America
(6%).
This trend was of greater interest to respondents from Germany (2.33), particularly when compared to Irish
respondents (2.82)

Trend 2: Travel to experience intense physical adrenalin experiences
This trend was also emphasised as one of the most important future issues. Particular activities included
skydiving, bungee jumping, skiing, rafting, diving, surfing and trekking. The top five countries listed as
appropriate providers were New Zealand (42%), Australia (36%), Africa (4%), Canada (3%) and South America
(2%).
This trend was of most interest to respondents from the UK (2.32), particularly when compared to
respondents from Asia (3.11) and Australia/New Zealand (2.87).

Trend 3: Volunteering skills and services to an indigenous or local community
This trend was the third item that respondents considered to be most important for the future. Typical activities
included working in schools, orphanage work, local community projects, building homes/schools and medical
facilities. The top five countries listed as appropriate providers were Africa (44%), Australia (20%), South
America (10%), Thailand (5%), India (4%) and Cambodia (4%).
There were no significant differences across nationality groups with respect to the level of interest in
this trend.

Trend 4: Volunteering skills and services to an environmental cause or study
This trend was considered to be of moderate importance. Typical activities included environment aid, wildlife
care and water conservation. The top five countries listed as appropriate providers were Australia (26%), Africa
(21%), South America (12%), Mexico (6%) and USA (4%).
This trend was most appealing to Asian (2.69) and ‘other’ European (2.69) respondents, particularly when
compared to Scandinavian (2.94), German (3.00) and Irish (3.24) respondents.
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Trend 5: Travel to improve current physical health and wellness
This trend was also considered to be of moderate importance. Respondents highlighted activities such as hiking,
trekking, sports, meditation and cycling. The top five countries listed as appropriate providers were Australia
(28%), New Zealand (7%), Nepal (7%), Thailand (6%) and India (5%).
This trend was of most interest to North American respondents (2.31), particularly when compared to
Scandinavians (3.17).

Trend 6: Travel to be informed about major political issues and justice concerns
This trend was considered to be of minor importance. Respondents highlighted studying politics, working in a
local community, environment issues, understanding cultures and/ or religions and protesting. The top five
countries listed as appropriate for realising this trend were Africa (19%), USA (15%), Australia (9%), China
(6%) and Israel (5%).
Germans respondents demonstrated the most interest in this trend, with Asian respondents least
interested (3.82).

Trend 7: Taking an interest in spirituality, possibly other religions
This trend was also considered to be of minor importance. Respondents highlighted meditation, participating in
religious cultural events and experiencing Buddhism. The top five countries listed as appropriate for realizing
this trend were India (25%), Thailand (24%), Tibet (9%), Australia (6%) and Africa (4%).
While of least interest overall, this trend was significantly more appealing to Asian (3.37) and North American
(3.37) respondents, and least appealing to Irish respondents (4.09).
The following table summarises the responses and indicates what role respondents consider that Australia has in
providing an avenue for experiencing each trend. For example, Australia is seen as a very highly desirable place
for personal development.
Table 14: Relative desirability of countries with respect to future trends
Trend

Australia

New
Zealand

Thailand

India

Africa

USA

Personal
development

Very High

Low

Medium

Medium

Medium

High

Adrenalin
experiences

High

Extremely
High

Low

Low

Low

Low

Community
volunteering

Medium

Low

Medium

Medium

Very High

Low

Environmental
volunteering

High

Low

Low

Low

High

Medium

Health and
wellness

High

Medium

Medium

Medium

Low

Medium

Political and
justice Issues

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

Very High

Very High

Spirituality

Low

Low

Very
High

Extremely
High

Low

Low
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Trends in technology and information searching
Participants were asked to provide information about technology and information sources used both before and
during the trip. Overall results are presented in Table 15 and illustrate the importance of word-of-mouth
information sources both before (from friends and family) and during (from other travellers) the trip. The top 5
responses for ‘used before’, ‘used during’, ‘made a booking’ and ‘did not use’ are summarised in Tables 19 to
20, including nationality differences.
Table 15: Information Sources Used
Used
before trip

Used During
Trip

Made a
Booking

Did not Use

Friends/family member

69.8

36.0

n/a

15.1

Other travellers

36.8

68.0

n/a

11.3

Articles in newspapers/magazines

35.3

31.7

n/a

38.3

TV travel shows

27.6

12.4

n/a

55.4

Travel guidebooks (e.g. Lonely Planet, Rough
Guide)

58.8

64.2

n/a

11.4

Tour brochures

22.6

50.7

n/a

20.8

Stories/blogs on the Internet

36.7

24.2

n/a

39.8

Social Networking sites (e.g. Facebook,
MySpace)

23.1

29.1

n/a

48.7

Retail travel agent

24.3

24.6

21.5

39.0

Tour operator/company

17.6

31.4

23.0

36.4

Travel expos/events

11.1

16.3

3.4

62.5

Search engines (e.g. Google)

58.3

47.8

6.3

19.4

Government tourism websites
(e.g. Australia.com)

34.1

19.2

2.1

43.2

Online Student/backpacker travel agencies

20.4

20.5

8.0

51.8

Independent traveller website
(e.g. Lonely Planet)

26.9

21.4

3.5

48.0

Airline booking websites

36.1

37.6

26.2

26.0

Accommodation booking websites

35.2

41.3

24.9

25.9

Travel portals (e.g. totaltravel.com.au)

10.2

10.7

2.6

67.7

Online travel review sites (e.g. TripAdvisor)

17.1

15.6

2.2

59.7

Other travel websites

29.1

25.6

3.2

41.7

Information Source
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Table 16: Top 5 Pre-Trip Information Sources
Information source
Friends/family members
Travel guidebooks
Search engines (e.g. Google)

Nationalities more likely to use
North America
Other Europe, Germany, UK
North America

Other travellers

North America

Stories/blogs on the Internet

Asia, Germany, ‘other’ Europe

Nationalities less likely to use
Asia, ‘Other’ countries
Other, Asia, Australia/New Zealand
Scandinavia, ‘Other’ countries
Australia/New Zealand, ‘other’
countries
Australia/New Zealand, ‘other’
countries

Table 17: Top 5 Information sources used during trip
Information source
Other travellers

Nationalities more likely to use
Ireland, Germany, ‘other’ Europe

Travel guidebooks

Germany, ‘other’ Europe

Tour brochures
Search engines

Germany, North America
North America, UK, Germany

Accommodation booking sites

UK, Germany

Nationalities less likely to use
Australia/New Zealand, ‘other’
countries
Australia/New Zealand, ‘other’
countries
Other
Australia/New Zealand, ‘other’
countries, Asia
‘other’ countries, Australia/New
Zealand, Asia

Table 18: Top 5 Information sources for making a booking
Information source
Airline booking sites
Accommodation booking sites
Tour operators
Retail travel agents
Online student/backpacker
travel agencies

Nationalities more likely to use
Germany, ‘other’ Europe
Germany, ‘other’ Europe
Germany, ‘other’ Europe
Scandinavia, Germany, UK

Nationalities less likely to use
‘other’ countries, Australia/New
Zealand, Ireland
Australia/New Zealand, ‘other’
countries
Australia/New Zealand, ‘other’
countries, Ireland
Australia/New Zealand, ‘other’
countries, Ireland

No significant difference in usage
across nationality groups

Table 19: The 5 least used sources were
Information source
Travel portals
Travel expos/events
Online travel review sites
TV travel shows
Social networking sites

Nationalities more likely to use
‘other’ countries
‘other’ countries, Asia
UK, Ireland, ‘other’ countries
Germany, Asia, Ireland
‘other’ countries, Ireland, UK

Nationalities less likely to use
‘other’ Europe and North America
North America, Germany
Germany
Scandinavia, ‘other’ Europe
Scandinavia, ‘other’ Europe,
Australia/New Zealand
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Table 20: The top 5 websites used
Information source
Google (48%)
Airline websites (36%)
Hostelbookers.com (18%)
Lonelyplanet.com (18%)
Hostelworld.com (15%)

Nationalities more likely to use
Asia
Australia/New Zealand, ‘other’
countries
UK, Ireland
UK, Ireland
UK, Ireland

Nationalities less likely to use
Scandinavia
Australia/New Zealand, ‘other’
countries, Scandinavia
Australia/New Zealand, Germany
‘other’ countries, Scandinavia
Asia, North America, Australia/New
Zealand, Scandinavia

Backpackers were asked to provide further information about their online use while travelling in Australia
(see Table 21). Specifically respondents were asked about their use of email, instant messaging, Skype, blogs,
forums and hostel sites. The most popular online use was email, both to keep in touch with family and friends
back home (83%) and other travellers (73%). Posting and looking at travel photos and videos was also relatively
popular (55%).
Table 21: Summary of online behaviours
Online behaviour while travelling

% who used

Email—family and friends back home

83

Email—other travellers
Instant message other travellers
Instant message friends and family back home
Skype— family and friends back home

73
39
46
32

Looked at pictures/videos posted by other travellers

55

Kept an online blog

29

Reviewed a hostel I have stayed at on a hostel booking site

24

Contributed to online forums (e.g. Lonely planet, Thorn tree, virtual tourist, trip
advisor)

6

Those most likely to use email to keep in touch with friends and family back home and with other travellers
were from Germany, Ireland, the UK and North America, and those least likely were from Australia/New
Zealand, ‘other’ countries and Asia. Instant messaging—both with other travellers and family and friends back
home—was most popular with German respondents, and least popular with respondents from ‘other’ countries
and Asia. The same pattern is apparent with respect to the use of Skype. Respondents from Ireland, the UK and
North America were most likely to view photos/videos posted by other travellers on the Internet, with
respondents from Australia/New Zealand and ‘other’ countries least likely. The nationality groups most likely to
keep an online blog were ‘other’ Europeans, Scandinavians and Germans. Respondents from the UK were most
likely to review a hostel online.

Social networking sites
Respondents were also asked about their use of social networks such as MySpace, Facebook, Bebo, Twitter and
YouTube (Table 22). Respondents reported that Facebook was the most heavily used site, particularly for staying
in touch with travellers and those back home. Depending on the nationality of the respondent other sites were
also mentioned. For example, www.studivz.net was particularly popular with German respondents. Other
websites used by Germans were www.globalzoo.de and www.meinVZ.de Swedish backpackers were likely to
use www.resdagboken.se and Dutch respondents www.waarbenjis.nu Chinese respondents used www.wretch.cc
and Korean respondents used www.cyworld.com. Photobucket, Flickr and Picasa were also mentioned as
popular website for uploading photographs.
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Table 22: Summary of social networking usage

Stay in touch
with travellers

64%

4%

6%

0.5%

3.6%

15%

Stay in touch
with home

58%

6%

7%

0.6%

4.0%

25%

Join or
contribute to
backpacker
group

18%

1%

0.8%

0.5%

1.6%

9%

Upload photos

59%

4%

6%

0.4%

6%

18%

Use of other technologies
Respondents were asked how often they used a variety of technologies whilst travelling. The most popular
technology was their camera followed by the mobile phone (see Table 23). Irish (80%) and German (74%)
respondents were most likely to often travel with a mobile phone and ‘other’ countries (22.7%) were most likely
to never travel with a mobile phone. Scandinavians (31%) were most likely to often travel with their own laptop
and Australians/New Zealanders least likely (15%). Asian (79%), UK (75%) and Irish (74%) respondents are
most likely to often access the Internet in hostels or cafés.
Table 23: Summary of technology use while travelling
Technology used while travelling

Often

Sometimes

Never

Camera

88%

9%

3%

Video camera

11%

27%

61%

Internet access at accommodation or café
Own laptop

60%
23%

30%
11%

10%
66%

MP3/Ipod for music

58%

23%

19%

MP3/Ipod for other media
Blackberry/PDA
GPS navigation device

16%
3%
4%

14%
3%
9%

70%
94%
87%

Mobile phone

64%

27%

9%

When asked for further information about mobile phone usage respondents reported that the most popular
activities were making phone calls and sending text messages followed by taking photographs (see Table 24).
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Table 24: Summary of mobile phone usage
Everyday life

While travelling

To make phone calls
To take photos
To take videos
To send/receive emails
To send text messages
To send picture or video messages
Mobile search
Maps

87%
41%
23%
24%
84%
23%
10%
6%

70%
31%
17%
17%
74%
13%
7%
6%

GPS navigation
Browsing for news/weather/sports
To download applications

6%
10%
7%

5%
6%
5%

To use downloaded applications

5%

3%

SMS voting/competitions etc.

9%

6%

To access Facebook, MySpace etc.

5%

7%

To get travel confirmations/updates via SMS
To browse for or book travel related services

6%
3%

7%
5%

When backpackers were asked how technology advances might change the way that they seek information,
book travel and communicate while travelling 32.1% reported that technology would become more portable
which would make booking easier, 26.3% thought that more information would be available, 24.3% reported that
there would be better access to information, 22.8% considered that travel would be cheaper and 22.6% were of
the opinion that there would be better coverage.

Environmental attitudes and concerns
Backpackers were asked about how concerns and attitudes about the environment might influence future travel
(see Figure 11). Respondents indicated that concern about sustainability and environmental impacts would very
likely result in:
1. Travel, especially international travel, becoming more expensive;
2. Many more carbon offset programs; and
3. Different kinds of travel becoming more important (e.g. train and coach will become more important
than car and air).
Respondents also thought that backpacking will thrive as backpackers will become very responsible
travellers. Interestingly there was an equal split between those that perceived that travelling with a backpack
would not change over the next 5 years and those that considered that there would be considerable change in 5
years.
Respondents considered that it would be unlikely that backpacking as we know it will die, that governments
will control the right to travel more, that people will have only 1or 2 big trips in their lifetime and that people
will limit travel closer to home.
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More expensive travel, especially internationally

Many more carbon offset programs

Different kinds of travel
Backpacking will thrive as backpacker travellers will become very
responsible travellers
Not much change within 5 years

Considerable change within 5 years

People will limit travel closer to home

People will have only 1-2 big international trips in their lifetime

Governments will control the right to travel more

Backpacking as we know it will die
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 11: Perceived impacts of increasing environmental concerns
(1=strongly agree to 5=strongly disagree)
Backpackers were also asked what they thought would be the most appealing environmental products.
Environmentally friendly accommodation (29.1%) was considered to be the most appealing, followed by tours
(28.4%), camping (12.8%) and ways to see places (9.1%) (Table 25). A selection of the suggestions from 100
respondents is presented in Appendix F.
Table 25: Main themes of environmentally friendly product suggestions
Product theme

% of respondents

Accommodation

29.1%

Tours
Camping

28.4%
12.8%

Ways to see places

9.1%

Bike tours
Walking
Eco wildlife tours

8.6%
6.2%
5.8%
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Future travel
When asked about future travel plans 64% of respondents reported that they were very likely to travel outside
their home country within the next 2 years and 76% were likely to travel outside their home country within 5
years. Scandinavians and ‘other’ Europeans were most likely to travel in the near future and Asian respondents
least likely. The top ‘must see’ destinations were South America (9.1%), New Zealand (8.9%), Africa (8.7%),
USA (8.2%) and returning to Australia (7.6%). The main draw cards for wanting to travel to these countries in
the future were the nature-based and cultural attractions and experiences.
When asked what issues might influence their future travel plans the greatest barriers were finances and
family or career commitments (see Figure 12). Scandinavians were least concerned about their financial capacity
to travel (3.46) and North Americans (4.20), Germans (4.18) and Irish (4.17) respondents were most concerned.
A similar pattern was evident with respect to concerns about the increasing cost of travel. Family/career
commitments were of most concern to German respondents (3.86) and of least concern to those from
Australia/New Zealand (3.29). Asian respondents demonstrated the highest level of concern about terrorism
(2.86), war or political instability (2.98), natural disasters (3.15), health/hygiene issues (3.22) and the
environmental impacts of long-haul travel. German respondents were also relatively concerned about these
issues.

financial capacity/situation
increasing cost of travel
family/career commitments
health and hygiene issues
environmental impacts of long haul
travel
war and political instability
natural disasters
terrorism
1

2

3

4

5

Figure 12: Barriers to future travel (1= not at all, 5= very much)

Stage 2 Stakeholder Involvement
A final stage of stakeholder involvement occurred throughout June and July when workshops presenting the
preliminary results of the survey were presented to industry in each of the survey locations. A total of 72
industry representatives completed a feedback survey (Appendix D) which included rating the perceived
importance of future trends and providing strategy suggestions.
As indicated in Figure 13, the industry participants at the workshop indicated that the most important trends
were backpackers’ increasing use of online and web-based marketing tools, backpackers travelling to develop
their own personality and to be someone different for a while, increasing use of mobile communication
technologies, increasing use of social networking technologies and travel for physical adrenalin activities. The
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reasons why these trends are perceived to be important and suggestions for what Australia can do to capitalise on
these trends are presented in Tables 26 to 30. Common themes in the responses include a growing recognition of
the increasing use of Internet and mobile phone technology by the market, requiring a more concerted effort by
operators to provide access to both product information and booking facilities online. With respect to mobile
technologies, the ease of use and cost advantages were identified and with this the need to provide better
broadband and mobile network coverage. The need to leverage social networking opportunities was also
identified and the suggestion of the need for further research in relation to all three areas of technology
identified. There was recognition that Australia’s distance from ‘home’ facilitates the ability of backpackers to
fulfil their desire to develop themselves and be someone different for a while. In this regard, the development
and promotion of innovative products and experiences based on Australia’s unique cultures and lifestyle was
identified as important. New Zealand was identified as the benchmark provider of adrenalin experiences,
highlighting the need for Australia to address insurance issues and to promote its own unique adventure
opportunities.
Participants’ suggestions for overall short and long term strategies are presented in Appendix E and include a
range of both broad and regionally specific suggestions.
increasing use of online and webbased marketing and booking tools
travelling to develop your personality
and be someone different for a while
increasing use of mobile
communication technologies
increasing use of social networking
technologies
travelling to experience intense
physical adrenalin experiences
increasing concerns about the
environmental impacts of travelling
volunteering their skills and services
to an environmental cause or study
travelling to improve their current
physical health and wellness
volunteering their skills and service to
an indigenous or local community
taking an interest in spirituality,
possibly other religions
travelling to be informed about major
political issues and justice concerns

1

2

3

4

5

Figure 13: Perceived Importance of future travel trends
In the tables which are reported in the following pages (Tables 26–30) the unedited spontaneous comments
of the industry workshop participants are provided. This material is reported directly and uses the words and
phrases of the personnel making theses statements and contributions. The particular rationale for the inclusion of
this primary material in the report is that while there are common themes in this information there are also many
idiosyncratic responses which individual readers might appreciate. In particular, the range of comments provided
reaches outside the frame of this study (viz to identify strategies) and for those individuals reading this report to
glean other perspectives and the flavour of current industry concerns the material may prove insightful.
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Table 26: Trend: Backpackers’ increasing use of online and web-based marketing tools
Why important
Backpackers find travel products online
and should be able to book immediately
Accessibility continues to grow and this is
important
All backpackers are Internet savvy.
Another source of information and
awareness
As an information resource
As indicated in research results
Because the youth sector are early
adopters
Better coverage for marketing
Continuation of trend
Convenience
Demonstrated market use
Ease of booking. Save time with all
information in one spot
For local operators
Future travellers will only know this as
resource tool
Growing trend
Idem
Increased ease / familiarity with these
types of tools
Information leads to advanced booking
Instant confirm, compare with
others/share info
Internet available on most mobile phones
Internet savvy generation will only
increase
It's the way the market is heading
Its a growing trend
Make travel arrangements prior
Making travel planning easier
Motivation accuracy
Must be easy to access

What can Australia do to capitalise
Banner advertising
Be part of the connection
Better broadband. Use of new technology
Better rates system
Branding of key destinations
Continue to develop web based media
Create online bookable opportunities in real time whenever
possible
Embrace as marketing opportunity
Ensure we are web ready, some people still rely on dial up!
Focus experience on marketing methods and media that are
being used.
Get operators to get online booking capability
Greater presence. Assist smaller operators to be online
Improve online booking capability
Increased tours calls? How? TA, STOs, agencies
Infrastructure, develop, improve and maintain
Keep up with global market
Keywords on Google
Make products easier to find online
More access in remote places
More bookable your products
Observe and move with changes
Pioneer – be creative and interesting – engage and use
resources
Power the Internet connection
Provide industry workshops / invest in web development
memberships like YHA
So that infrastructure in remote areas are looked at i.e.
Coverage
STCRC research project
TA and state tourism working more closely with the
industry

Online bookings a good way to promote
Australia
Online, online, online! It’s the way
forward
People want to keep in touch
Research
Research shows trend towards this growth
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Why important
What can Australia do to capitalise
Researching of tours and accommodation experiences
Seem to be using mobile phones more and
more
Seems to be an increase in use of online booking (and converting online searching to booking)
Simplicity
Still be an element of face to face required
Strong shifts away from travel agent.
Survey results plus advance in technology
They'll still want face to face
This is how we get message to market before travel
To share his adventure
Trend
Want to know where they are staying and what doing – be more organised so don’t miss out
Widely used, cheap, immediate
Youth is becoming more reliant on
technology
Table 27: Trend: Travelling to develop personality and be different someone different for a while
Why important
Down Under – different way of life
A lot of backpackers travel just for this reason
Aim is to return somewhat changed, otherwise what is the
point of travelling
Always principal motivator for backpacker market
Australia is a far away destination for many it gives people
a sense they can be someone different
Backpackers see personal growth as important
Backpackers see us as a number 1 destination for this
Backpackers travel to escape, no one looking over their
shoulder whilst they're here
Because it is so far away travellers are a bit unaware of
what Australia holds
Because Australia is perfect for it!!
Distance of Australia from Europe
Distance supports new likelihood of wanting to try new
things in new places
Easy to achieve in Australia if that’s what you're looking
to do
Education through travel
Endorsed by explained research
Escape pressures and limitations from others. On holiday
you are who you tell and show others. Project best
impression
Europe and Europeans carry a lot of baggage in Australia
young people can blossom
Everyone wants to develop their personality to appeal to
others – bragging rights etc.

What can Australia do to capitalise
Reinvent yourself Down Under ‘get away from
mum for a while’
Advertise Australia as a safe destination for
backpackers and how to promote their safety
Advertising about the experience and what you can
gain from it on a personal level
Breadth of experience
Develop and package product
Education/promotion
Highlight laid back lifestyle in promotions
I think Australia will always do well here, continue
to do what we are doing
Innovative campaigns / promotions bloggers,
social networking
Just be Australian
Locates Australia as an important shaper of
personality and identity discover
Market appropriately – different culture/open space
but safe/clean/work opportunities
Marketing focus ‘different’ experiences
More traveller centres to meet others
Openness
Perception of the message we send needs to be on
re-inventing yourself
Promote ‘finding yourself’ walkabout. no bias or
expectation
Promote /appeal to difference of Australian
experiences.
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Why important
Everyone wants to further develop themselves
Experiences bring out/develop personality
First time away from home
Fits the live the dream notion of travelling
For the experience and to go past the normal lifestyle

What can Australia do to capitalise
Promote and build awareness
Promote how Australia experience can fulfil these
needs
Promote our unique lifestyle and indigenous and
environmental heritage
Provide out of this world opportunities (e.g. job of
a lifetime, unique experiences that cannot be
bought.)
Remote access assists this being away from home
Show our many cultures

Gap year growth
I think this is why most come anyway
I think traditionally this is why most people have travelled
Social media anecdotal
in the past (go find themselves)
In current climate, Australia could be seen as a great place Stay down under!! i.e. away from the rest of the
to become a relaxed person
world like we are.
Looking for answers
Will just happen
Lots of solo travellers who make friends along the way
Market evolving
Marketing and product development
Opportunity to lose and immerse themselves whilst finding out who they are
Oz is so multicultural and accepting to all/majority of
races
Personal development
Personal development and or escapism
Personal interest of backpackers
Personal journey of discovery
Popular with under 30s
Results show to be a key motivator
Stats show this is very important to market
That's why backpackers travel, to be different, step outside the box
That's the whole point of backpacking ‘tourists don't know where they've been. Travellers don't know where
they're going
They have the opportunity to work in a wide variety of roles and we are non judgemental
Time of learning and self discovery
Travel helps people broaden their perspectives
Travelling opens your eyes and improves maturity and understanding of different cultures
Travelling the world to meet people its why everyone travels
Unique experiences found nowhere else
Will continue to be a key reason for travel
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Table 28: Trend: Backpackers increasing use of mobile technologies
Why important
Accessing information and
communication
Again this is the way of the future with
iPhone etc.
Another source of information and
awareness
As indicated in research results
Because it's a major mode of
communication and travel planning
Better communication with clients pre
and post ravel
Booking and researching tools
Cheaper access
Developing technology
Ease of use for a mobile population
Easier to book accommodation and
attractions
Easier to find work, connect to the rest
of the world
Easier, cheaper, quicker
Ensure ICT access, up to date info in
industry
Everyone has phone these days
Facebook!

What can Australia to do capitalise
Better broadband. Better mobile coverage. Use of new
technology
Better communication infrastructure may be influential (i.e.
Make holiday while working in own job?)
Create iPhone friendly web pages, toll free numbers
Encourage telephone companies to offer visitor package
deals
Enhance technology and leverage
Get in the market
Have iPhone friendly websites
HSE providers
Improve coverage, special deals for backpackers
Infrastructure, develop, improve and maintain
Keep up with global market
Lower call rates and wireless access costs
Mobile friendly websites
Power the Internet connection
Provide better coverage nation wide and inform people of
this.
Provide industry workshops / invest in Web development
memberships like YHA

For up to date info from people they
STCRC research project
know who are travelling too
Growing trend
Upgrade networks to provide greater regional coverage
Growth in mobile tech e.g. smart phones Use to communicate specials, inform etc. with permission
Happening
Will depend on cost
High usage of mobile phones and for
Working with iPhone: campaigns, promotion call to action /
emailing/instant messaging
promotion
Important to be connected
Increased marketing
It is now the norm to have a mobile and its uses are growing i.e. Internet connection.
It's purely the way it is – the affordability aspect – years ago it was too expensive
It’s a way of life
Means of communication with family and friends, camera, email, calendar and diary in one
Most backpackers are dependent on this as a means of communication and information
Most travellers take mobile on trips
Necessary for demanding IT kids
Normal
People want to keep in touch
Simplicity
Still important to connect back home
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Why important
What can Australia to do capitalise
Survey results plus advances in
technology
The future
To be in line with other advanced
countries
To maintain contact, monitor and observe structure
To share his adventure
Travellers more technologically savvy will use for purchasing tours / accommodation
Will impact on / influence all aspects of life, not just backpacking
With new popularity of products such as iPhone –seeing increased trend for merge of reservations /
online ?
Youth sector early adaptors
Table 29: Trend: Increasing use of social networking technology
Why important
Another source of information and awareness
Because they can
Blogging is the future
Changing format for family and friends not all
Changing use patterns
Constantly in contact/have feeling of support. not
alone even if on other side of the world
Distribution of information
Don't believe it influences decisions as much as
word of mouth
Enables immediate access to information from
personal contacts
Endorsed by explained research.
Facebook!
For better connectivity
for up to date info from people they know who are
travelling too
Friends from all over the world
Growing form of communication
Growing technologies – opportunity for next
emerging markets
Growing trend
Growth and rapid pace of change in technology
Have to keep up with technology
Ideas and opportunities that other backpackers
have experienced
Impact of family and friend now has greater
importance than in the past
Increased marketing opportunities
Increased usage – there’s no way back

What can Australia do to capitalise
Access in hostel sites
Be more present on these sites
Be part of the connection
Be present in all social media (YouTube,
Facebook, blogs. etc.)
Better broadband. Better mobile coverage. Use of
new technology
Bring down mobile phone international rates
Business to have own Facebook
Embrace as marketing opportunity
Encourage and supply. develop in industry
Encourage travellers to blog more and upload their
photos
Ensure we participate at a national level.
Have a presence online
I think we are OK here
Implementation of broadband in more locations
Increase social networking communication
Infrastructure, develop, improve and maintain
Keep updated on latest technologies
Keep watch and change as technology changes
Make sure they have good things to say

More promotions, create more interest
Network, refer, unite
Provide advertising on these sites/provide
groups/networks to join
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Why important
Increasing adoption of new technologies and
immediacy focus.
Increasing use difficult to tap into though
Increasing use of social networking and
advancements in social networking opportunities
Increasingly used by this market

What can Australia do to capitalise
Provide industry workshops / invest in Web
development memberships like YHA
Research into impact of social networking on
destination choice and the risks taken
Social network tech development

STCRC research project
TA and state tourism to have coordinated
It is the medium of choice
marketing
Use of careful technology / groups to support
It's constantly growing and easier to access.
information communication not official spin.
Use the popular sites to get the message or
It's hip
experience too
Its the way of the future and an easy way to encourage visitors
means of global communication with potential clients
More sharing of experiences worldwide
Online word of mouth and reputation
Replicates word of mouth
Sign in networking and communication available
Simplicity
Survey results plus advances in technology
Technology
That is how the generations are growing up, they are comfortable with it
The road is more attractive of a screen
The way of the world, an easy way to
communicate
The way to go
They are all active in this space
They are early adopters and there fore excellent guides to future trends
They want to let their friends know how good a time they are having.
This is the way of the future to tap into this market
Travellers look to see what other people have experienced
Way of the future
We are dealing with the most IT savvy segment
ever.
Word of mouth recommendations etc.
Word of mouth advertising
Word of mouth referrals very important
Young people experiencing
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Table 30: Trend: Travelling to experience intense physical adrenalin experience
Why important
A lot of backpackers will do things on a
holiday that they would normally not do at
home
Adrenalin experiences are highly ranked with
backpacking industry
Always popular!
As an NZ neighbour it’s important to share this
market
Australia is comparable with NZ for adrenalin
sports.
Backpackers are generally young and thrive on
Adrenalin
Backpackers want budget excitement
Backpackers will pay $$$ for this unique
experience
Can't do that experience in their country
Depends on region: Maybe Cairns - less so
Canberra? (perhaps)
Downturn and recession – people seeking
escape, positive and exciting experiences
Endorsed by explained research.
escape, feel enlivened
Everyone loves adventure
Fits with market
Fits with youth culture
Focus on operators chat providers
Freedom, breaking out
Go with NZ – they have the slopes, we have
the beaches!
Good adrenalin experiences in WA
Helps people feel more interesting if they do
adventure activities
Indicated by survey
Is this purely adrenalin or is it also about
challenge?
Living on the edge, status amongst fellow
travellers
Make the travel unforgettable
Market demand
most other countries do not provide this
opportunity
Need to be challenging
NZ leads this game
NZ is seen as number 1 and they are a close
neighbour

What can Australia do to capitalise
Advertise
Advertise these activities overseas
Australia more consistent on this front than NZ due to
insurance
Change public liability laws
Classify/identify/promote
Co-op campaign with NZ
Combine adventure packages
Combine with regional access and opportunities
Copy NZ
Create more experiences, develop new products
Dedicate a marketing campaign to this like white
water rafting
Develop industry minimum barriers (i.e. insurance)
Develop product to tackle awareness issues
Encourage investment in these activities
Fix insurance
Focusing on showcasing experiences online campaigns (photo / video online social networking)
Increase number of adrenalin products
Introduce bungy jumping
Make it easier for adventure operators from a
regulatory position
More opportunities
Must compete and differentiate product with NZ
Need to change insurance issues to be able to provide
more facilities
Offer more experiences / investment
Promote it like NZ does
Promote our ability to offer this type of activity
Promote, promote
Promotion of destination
Quality well priced options, support new product and
marketing
Rival NZ attractions
Shark dive/base jump/Zorbing. Lots of activities
available
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Why important

What can Australia do to capitalise
Take a page out of New Zealand's book and push the
Outdoors – natural attributes
amazing adventures
Oz's environment and possibilities that arise from this i.e. water rafting
Part of the reason for travel
Point of differentiation and personality
building
Popular among backpackers
Self development opportunity
Some of the best extreme sports available here
Stats show this was important to market
This can be achieved in their home country
This is a key motivator for travel and associated with Australia. Australia can deliver these experiences
This market loves this experience – easy to combine this with other travel options
Thrill seekers
Travellers want to be pushed to limit – Australia far away and they look for something different
Want bragging rights and to ‘live’, don't need booze/drugs to have fun
We have an ‘active and outdoors’ appeal ...
What doesn't kill us makes us stronger!
Yes but remains very niche
You want to try different things. Stretch your limits and have awesome adventures and experiences you
can have home
Young and stupid\
Young people on holiday, that’s what its all
about
Young, fit travellers attracted by physical
challenge
Your market wants this
Youth market have energy, escapism, feeling of freedom, out to impress others
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Chapter 5

STRATEGIES FOR ENHANCING THE EVOLUTION OF
AUSTRALIAN BACKPACKING
The preceding results suggest a number of actions by all communities of interest shaping the future of
backpacking in Australia. In particular federal and state governments, backpacker businesses and research bodies
can play roles in considering, endorsing and developing the following strategies. There is no attempt in this
research report to assign responsibility for implementing the suggested strategies to specific bodies. The
adoption of the suggestions can be pursued by federal, state and local governments, backpacker
businesses/associations and, in some cases, individuals.
There are also no priorities in the following list.
It can be suggested that determining the strategies which need to be implemented the most are matters for
national cooperation, although if this fails or is not possible then some of the approaches could be adopted at
more local scales.
The strategies are divided into short term and longer term approaches. The short term strategies are defined
as within 2 years—effectively 2010 and 2011. The longer term strategies are seen as receiving priority from
2012–2014.
The strategies are presented as statements for action. The supporting ideas behind the statements are derived
from varied features of the research reported in the previous chapters. The presentation of eight workshops
around the country discussing the results from Chapters 1, 2, 3 and the backpacker survey results from Chapter 4
enabled workshop attendees to provide their comments on the research and to suggest strategies built on the
studies. The full details of these responses are reported in Appendices D, E and F.

Short Term Strategies (defined as within 2 years—effectively 2010 and 2011
actions)
Short term strategy 1
Explore extensions to the Working Holiday Maker visa system to promote budget youth travel. In particular
expand the system in three directions; broaden the number of source countries for the Working Holiday Maker
visas (WHM); relax the eligibility rules for a second visa in terms of allowing time spent in employment in
metropolitan locations to count but only to the value of 50% of the time spent in regional locations and reduce
the length of time for required work to gain the second visa from 88 days (3 months) to 65 days (2 months + 2
weekends). This issue was raised in domestic interviews and by backpackers themselves. It was also a theme in
the workshops and was seen as an advantage for Australia in the international interviews.

Short term strategy 2
Form a backpacker industry working party to maintain a technology watch and research agenda with a particular
annual task to report on technology changes. This group should direct the design of skill building workshops and
industry communication opportunities including informative web sites and training sessions for backpacker
operators. This topic was a concern for operators. Technology and social communication developments were
seen in the academic literature as a force that the industry needs to deal with in terms of training and skill
development.

Short term strategy 3
Assess the backpacker potential for the emerging international youth markets from China and India which are
disproportionately large in education statistics but limited in travel behaviour around Australia. This strategy
could include more formal relationships between providers of international education and backpacker businesses
to establish mutually useful marketing opportunities including visa extensions for student travel.
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This issue was raised in international interviews, existing reports and literature on education statistics and
through the researchers’ discussions.

Short term strategy 4
Stimulate partnerships through a Backpacking–Volunteering summit; in effect a major meeting/workshop
between backpacker operators and multiple care agencies for volunteer opportunities in Australia. The parties
should meet to discuss packaging and mutual opportunities and should include social and community interest
groups as well as environmental agencies where volunteering is a developing activity.
International trends for volunteering are expanding considerably and while Australia is not the favoured
destination for volunteering there is still some interest in both the environmental and community fields. The full
creation of the nature of these volunteering opportunities could be usefully discussed and actions plans initiated
by bringing together volunteer and aid organisations and backpacker interest groups to forge desirable
experiences for travellers which benefit settings and communities. The environmental opportunities section
which provide much open ended commentary on this option supports this strategy as do some of the suggestions
made in the initial stakeholder interviews.

Short term strategy 5
Design more specific country by country promotional material for backpackers taking into account emerging
international differences in technology use and interest areas. For example, strong differences exist in the study
among Irish, German, Scandinavian and UK markets and more specific promotional efforts such as 100 famous
Australian experiences for each market national group should be developed. This approach together with new
suggested touring routes could be directed at achieving better regional distribution of backpackers.
This strategy derives from the open ended comments of backpackers themselves who report not being all that
aware of what there is to do in Australia. It was also a theme in the workshop responses by operators;
particularly operators from regions outside capital cities.
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The Longer Term Strategies
Long term strategy 1
Create joint government – industry training courses, information services and special workshops for
operators focusing on new communication technologies. Some backpacker businesses may become leaders and
training centres attracting ‘techpackers’—those backpackers who seek the most up to date facilities and
technology enabling travel experiences.
This is a continuation of the need for Australian businesses to be aware of the differences in technology use
by the market (the study revealed that the German market for example uses quite different sources to other
groups) and the ways in which these communication and technology efforts can be effectively harnessed is an
ongoing need requiring skill development and a structured source of information.

Long term strategy 2
Design a new ‘after graduation’ student holiday maker visa (SHM) for 3 months to tap into the international
student market. The purpose of this SHM is to motivate students already in the country to extend their Australian
stay as tourists/backpackers.
This issue was raised in international interviews, existing reports and literature on education statistics and
through the researchers’ discussions. At the present time many students having completed a course of study have
to leave the country quite promptly limiting the potential to travel and persuade their international contacts to
visit and travel with them. This is a lost opportunity for a market already in Australia. Potential commercial
endeavours between education providers and backpacker businesses could boost this market if the right visa
conditions could be determined and the proposal for an after graduation student visa meets this need.

Long term strategy 3
Pursue quality control mechanisms to underpin the image of Australian backpacking through a national
standards committee. This approach should be incorporated into the national tourism accreditation framework
(NTAF) specifically for the backpacker world and backpacker attention, particularly focusing on cleanliness,
accommodation quality, sustainability issues and activity professionalism. The incorporation of superior green
business practices would be a contribution to the quality standards.
An enduring concern over standards was evident in the backpacker surveys. Complaints about unclean
facilities and poor practices were not dominant but complaints about prices or requests for cheaper prices were
ubiquitous. A suggested key way to approach the pricing issue is to ensure acceptable quality standards where
consumers can predict the level of comfort, service and facility provision for the amount they are being charged.

Long term strategy 4
Promote the volunteer opportunities in Australia from the major meeting/workshop between backpacker
operators and care agencies identified in Short Term Strategy 4. These opportunities may also have a training
and skills development component where some backpacker establishments become specialist training centres for
certain kinds of pre-volunteering travel. This training component could be extended to include more mainstream
skill development (e.g. hospitality qualifications).
This longer term strategy is the next phase of Short Term Strategy 4.

Long term strategy 5
Create a more accessible international presence for backpacker tourists in key source markets (Germany,
Ireland, UK, Sweden and in a through destination such as Thailand) through Australian backpacker ‘houses’ to
act as a one-stop shop for the provision of information to potential backpackers. This strategy links to the need in
Short Term Strategy 5 of developing more specific nationality focused promotional materials.
These facilities in centres overseas could provide detailed visa advice, consolidate information on working
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opportunities, design routes and see travellers through the planning process. This is a potential federal
government responsibility and is a response to information gaps reported by backpackers about what to do and
where to do it. This strategy respects the information in guide books and other sources but as expressed by
stakeholders and operators there is a need to provide people and faces to assist would be travellers sort through
published and online information. It was also a theme in the workshop responses by operators.

Long term strategy 6
Create new links and partnerships between backpacker establishments and national and state parks, zoos and
fauna/wildlife attractions. These links extend to volunteering and environmental care activities.
This long term strategy is a specific variant of the backpacking–volunteering partnerships but has a clear
environmental care component and has the potential to also involve backpackers in special Australian settings
and problems. This strategy is supported by the positive enthusiasm for environmentally based activities, health
and wellness activities (especially worthwhile walks in diverse landscapes) and also environmental volunteering
expressed in the survey. It is consistent with the healthy parks, healthy people approach and the interest in
Australian fauna.

Long term strategy 7
Encourage the construction of new product directions through government incentives (tax breaks, low interest
loans or awareness of schemes to access new money) for the construction of facilities for the adventure operators
and healthy lifestyle options (hikes, tours, walking, sports, multi-challenge events) in regional towns.
This strategy addresses the recent concern that Australia can be boring or lacks innovation in the adrenalin
area and, as reported in the country competitiveness Table in Chapter 4, is somewhat behind New Zealand in this
area of trends. Nevertheless Australia is seen as an appealing destination in this area of trends. One of the main
draw cards for wanting to travel in the future was reported from the survey as an interest in the adventure
activities in natural and regional settings.
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APPENDIX A: SUMMARY OF INDUSTRY REPORTS
INDUSTRY REPORTS AND STRATEGY CONSIDERATIONS: OVERVIEW
Report title
Climate Change and Youth Travel: A Youth Travel
Industry Guide
Source: World Youth Student and Educational (Wyse)
Travel Confederation
TNT Magazine Survey, October, 2006
Source: TNT Magazine
Backpackers Uncovered 2008
Source: TNT Magazine
Youth Travel Matters: Understanding The Global
Phenomenon Of Youth Travel
Source: World Tourism Organisation, Madrid, Spain
New Horizons Ⅱ: The Young Independent Traveller,
2007
Source: World Youth Student and Educational (Wyse)
Travel Confederation
Backpacker Tourism Action Plan 2009–2013 (Draft)
Source: Tourism Victoria
Exploring The International Backpacker Market In
Australia
Source: Tourism Victoria and Australian Tourism
Commission
2005 CWEA Member Survey – Survey Report
Source: Global Work Experience Association

Extent of strategy considerations
Considers Green Strategies And Issues
Documents Travel – Limited Strategy
Information
Documents Travel Behaviours In Details –
Limited Strategy Information
Strategic Focus On Global Issues

Notes Importance Of Growing Independent
Travel For Strategy Formulation
Five (5) Directions And Strategies
Systematically Recorded
Strategies Focus On Victoria Including
Routes And Promotional Mechanisms
Strategies Relate To Visas, Quality Assurance
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Name of report: Climate Change and Youth Travel: A Youth Travel Industry Guide
Source of the information: World Youth Student and Educational (WYSE) Travel Confederation
Basic Description (Executive Summary)
•
•
•
•

Facts on climate change and tourism
The dilemma of the youth travel industry
Analysis of youth traveller’s unique carbon footprint
A perspective audience with a demand for solutions

• What’s the deal with carbon offsets:
o Introducing carbon offsetting
o Overview of project types
o Guidelines
• Step-by-step ‘toolkit’ for promoting environmentally responsible travel to young travellers:
o
Putting a cost on carbon
o
Communicating the value of reducing CO2 emissions
o
Providing information
o
Building communities on the web
o
Promoting sustainable travel
o
Branding giveaway items
o
Leading by example, and publicising it
o
Becoming a carbon neutral organisation.
• Toolkit checklist
Suggested strategies for organisation to increase youth travel:
NO
Anything about the future:
NO
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Name of report: TNT Magazine Survey, October 2006
Source of the information: TNT Magazine
Basic Description (Executive Summary)
• Research methodology
• Who was surveyed
• Snapshot of trends and changes
Demographics:
o Nationality
o Age
o Education level
o Visa type
o Self assessment
o Arrival time
o Length of stay
o Spend in Australia
• Travel plans and style:
o Airline
o Arrival city
o Departure city when leave Australia
o Sydney activities
o Length of stay in Sydney
o Stopover before arrival
o Length of stopover before arriving Australia
o Length of stopover after departing Australia
o Length of stopover after leaving Australia
o Main transport in Australia
o Main accommodation while travelling
o Travelling in Australia
o Sources of information
• Web-use:
o
o
o
o
o

Buying online
Online activities
Websites be used
Importance in a website
Website turnoffs

• Employment profile
o Years of work (working experience)
o Field of work/ profession
o Current employment status
o Length of work (for what length the respondents have or plan to work in
Australia)
o Type of work
o Working in Sydney
o Work in rural area for extra visa
• Socialising:
o Activities, functions and events
o Drinking alcohol
o Spend socialising at night
Anything about the future:
NO
Suggested strategies for organisation to increase youth travel
NO
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Name of report: Backpackers uncovered 2008
Source of the information: TNT Magazine
Basic Description (Executive Summary)
• Demographics:
o Nationality
o Age
o Level of education
o Visa type
o Percentage of rural work for a second year’s visa
o Arrival months in Australia
o Trip planning time before departure
o Buying tickets for travel before departure
o Length of stay in Australia
o Spending
• Web-use:
o
o
o
o

Accessing the Internet while travelling
Frequency of using the Internet while travelling
Profiles or accounts on the Web
Using mobile phones for other things

• Travel plans and style:
o Airline used when arriving in Australia
o Arrival city in Australia
o Departure city from Australia
o Stopover before arriving in Australia
o Length of stopover
o Purpose of stopover
o Stopover after leaving Australia
o Length of stay of stopover after Australia
• Travel in Sydney:
o How backpackers rated Sydney
o Style of accommodation used in Sydney
o The average price of Sydney accommodation
o The average length of stay
o Important factors when choosing accommodation in Sydney
o Backpackers planning a Sydney harbour cruise
• Employment Profile:
o Current employment
o Length of employment
o Principle industry worked
o Knowledge of training qualification requirements for work
• Socialising:
o
o

Important factors in choosing a bar
Spend on the big night out each week

Anything about the future:
NO
Suggested strategies for organisation to increase youth travel
NO
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Name of report: Youth Travel Matters: Understanding the Global Phenomenon of Youth Travel
Source of the information: World Tourism Organization, Madrid, Spain
Basic Description (Executive Summary)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Who are the youth and student travellers
What politics do governments have
What impact does their travel have
How are different sectors of the youth and student travel market performing
What is the future of youth and student travel
What else has been written about youth and student travel

Anything about the future:
•
•
•
•

An important industry
A rapid growing industry
An industry with tremendous growth potential
An industry with new challenges:
o Globalisation
o Diversification
o The role of new media
o Growing professionalism
o Increased competition
• A neglected industry
• A beneficial industry:
o Economic
o Social
o Cultural
o Personal
o Sustainable
Suggested strategies for organisation to increase youth travel:
• Encouraging governments to work on a policy of providing information about opportunities to
integrate these policies
• Continuing to support the most comprehensive global research program
• Monitoring the use of new technologies and development (i.e. Empowering young consumers
with a collective wisdom about the market)
• Organising seminars and events for the stakeholders (i.e. Government officials, national tourism
authorities, etc.)
• Promoting responsible travel habits and practices
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Name of report: New Horizons Ⅱ: The Young Independent Traveller, 2007
Source of the information: World Youth Student and Educational (WYSE) Travel Confederation
Basic Description (Executive Summary)
• Methods of survey and profile of respondents
• Travel style and identity:
o Why are young people and students travelling
o How much travel experience do they already have
• Planning the trip:
o What factors were important in planning their trip
o What information sources do they use for planning their trip
o How do they book their travel, accommodation and activities
o Travel suppliers
o Discount cards
• On the road:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Where do they go
What transport do they use
Where do they stay
How long do they stay
How much do they spend
What do they do on their travels
What communication channels do they use during their trip

• Reflecting on the trip:
o What do they gain from their travels
• Barriers to travel
Anything about the future:
The travel experiences made the majority of young people more likely to travel independently in the
future, a promising indication for the health of the youth travel market.
Suggested strategies for organisation to increase youth travel:
NO
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Name of report: Backpacker Tourism Action Plan 2009–2013 (draft)
Source of the information: Tourism Victoria
Basic Description (Executive Summary)
•
•
•
•

Why is backpacker tourism important for Victoria?
Why do we need a Backpacker Tourism Action Plan to Victoria?
What is our vision for the segment?
What will we be doing differently (Direction 1–5)?

• Market overview:
o Competitor analysis
o Profile of backpackers
o Market size
o Source markets
o Regional visitation
o Working holiday makers (WHMs)
o Backpacker characteristics
o Target markets
o SWOT analysis of backpacker tourism in Victoria
• Strategy overview: (Direction 1–5)
Anything about the future
Investing in backpacker travel now will provide substantial returns in the future as the backpackers of
today are likely to become the high-yield international repeat visitors of tomorrow.
Suggested strategies for organisations to increase youth travel
• Direction 1 – Improve the supply and quality of backpacker tourism experiences:
o Why is it important
o What we aim to achieve
o The way forward (actions, responsibility and timing).
• Direction 2 – Increase backpacker visitation to regional Victoria
o Why is it important?
o What we aim to achieve
o The way forward (actions, responsibility and timing).
• Direction 3
strategies:
o
o
o

– Reach the target audience more effectively through innovative marketing
Why is it important
What we aim to achieve
The way forward (actions, responsibility and timing).

• Direction 4 – Make Victoria a highly desirable place for working holiday makers:
o Why is it important
o What we aim to achieve
o The way forward (actions, responsibility and timing).
• Direction 5 – Improve stakeholder engagement:
o Why is it important
o What we aim to achieve
o The way forward (actions, responsibility and timing).
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Name of report: Exploring the International Backpacker Market in Australia
Source of the information: Prepared for: Tourism Victoria and Australian Tourism Commission.
Added Value
Basic Description (Executive Summary)
• Background of the project, objectives and the research approach
• Needs/Motivations—The main needs of backpackers and their reasons for travelling
• Consumer typologies—The main sub groups of backpackers identified (who, why and travel
behaviour)
• Travel behaviours and traveller terminology—The main patterns in the routes taken by
backpackers and an assessment of the language used to describe them
• The decision making process—Factors influencing the travel decision making and process of
backpackers
• Focus on Australia—backpacker perceptions of Australia as a destination:
o Strengths and weaknesses (from experience and compared to other destinations)
o How well Australia meets backpacker needs
o Future relationship with Australia
• Victoria and the competitive set—backpacker perceptions of Melbourne and Victoria in the
context of other Australian destinations
Anything about the future:
• Australia is no longer viewed as a ‘once in a lifetime’ trip.
• Once they have a taste, most are eager to return.
• Most evangelical about how good Australia is.
• Three typical patterns emerge: 1).Short-Trippers, 2). Time To Move On, and 3). A Life Change.
• Even the visitors who do not have any intention of returning soon play a crucial role in
communications on the word of mouth cycle.
• Current backpackers are the future brand ambassadors for Australia.
Suggested strategies for organisation to increase youth travel:
• Considering the multiple targets in communications and promotions, and avoiding alienation of
certain groups through irrelevant stereotypes.
Exploring more localised, non-conventional channels, rather than traditional marketing and
communication methods.
One way tickets could then encourage longer stays to explore further.
• Considering how appealing and interesting journeys could be created, (because travellers tend to
travel by route rather than simply ‘destination-hopping’).
• Down to Melbourne:
o Including stopovers at several beach destinations on the way.
o Farm stays to provide the authentic Australian experience.
• And beyond, e.g. Continue via Great Ocean Road to Adelaide/Alice Springs; Route to
Tasmania.
Several potential opportunities emerge:
o Promotions within Internet cafe venues themselves will reach greater number of
travellers than specific sites.
o Links and promotions with certain relevant sites.
o Overseas (e.g. STA Travel/ Trailfinders).
• And locally (city search, job search sites, local recruitment consultants, key host sites such as
Global Gossip).
Link to overseas specialist travel agent web sites plus promotions for travel agents/teachers
(could help Victoria enter the consideration set from an early stage).
Emerging interest in shows such as ‘Secret Life of Us’ and ‘The Crocodile Hunter’ could offer
an opportunity for program sponsorship overseas.
Consider ways to encourage longer stays, e.g.:
o Promote range of activities/experiences on offer before they arrive.
o Offer greater access to jobs for backpackers via specialised recruitment agencies.
o Offering decent affordable accommodation for longer stays.
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Name of report: 2005 GWEA Member Survey – Survey Report
Source of the information: Global Work Experience Association
Basic Description (Executive Summary)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Respondents (demographics of survey respondents and total GWEA Membership)
Work experience products types
Origins and destinations of program participants
Number of program participants
Turnover and growth rates
Future focus of GEWA

Anything about the future:
• Future focus of GEWA:
o Advocacy
o Trading opportunities
o Quality assurance
o Market intelligence
Suggested strategies for organisation to increase youth travel:
• For advocacy:
o Visa problems—GWEA should make the process of getting visa easier for
participants of the programs of GWEA Members; more Working Holiday Visas;
etc.
o Advocacy regarding work permits—Updates on government regulations
o Program awareness—Assistance with program awareness at embassies around the
world and lobbying the New Zealand Government to allow part-time work on
short-term student visas.
• For trading opportunities
o More contacts
o Sending as many participants as possible.
• Quality assurance:
o i.e. Work on improving quality and professionalism of agencies providing
hospitality placements and training programs, especially in the UK and Ireland;
o Work on an ethic code to ensure that trainees and interns are not exploited;
o Cooperation with immigration and consulate offices with purpose to control the
using of the programs correctly; etc.
o Market intelligence—Research to compare the value of the Work and Travel
sector to youth travel and tourism as a whole.
o Other—i.e. Training sessions for the staff, etc.
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APPENDIX B: COPY OF QUESTIONNAIRE
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APPENDIX C: ONLINE SURVEY MATERIALS
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APPENDIX D: UNEDITED SELECTION OF MEMORABLE
EXPERIENCE COMMENTS FROM 100 RESPONDENTS
In the tables which are reported in the following pages the unedited spontaneous comments of the industry
workshop participants are provided. This material is reported directly and uses the words and phrases of the
personnel making theses statements and contributions. The particular rationale for the inclusion of this primary
material in the report is that while there are common themes in this information there are also many idiosyncratic
responses which individual readers might appreciate. In particular, the range of comments provided reaches
outside the frame of this study (viz, to identify strategies) and for those individuals reading this report to glean
other perspectives and the flavour of current industry concerns the material may prove insightful.
Visiting/climbing/walking
Only arrived this morning
Winter in the mountains of
Tasmania
Great Ocean Road
Visiting Uluru
beach-sunsets
Swimming with dolphins in
Bunbury
Swimming with dolphins in
Bunbury
Cable beach in Broome
Freo
Fraser Island
Southbound festival
Freemantle
I have met many country people
Poker at Melbourne casino
Byron bay sky diving
Snorkelling – Whitsundays
Living away from home and being
independent
Blue Mountains
Blue Mountains
My bag with everything in it
getting stolen
Christmas at the pavilion
Fraser Island
Opera House

Uluru-Kata Tjuta

Kings Canyon

Summer and Christmas in Perth

Sydney tours and jobs

Philip Island
Driving the east coast from
Sydney to Cairns
Music festivals

Beautiful beaches
Meeting new people and staying
friends with them

Christmas on the beach

Christmas on the beach
Snorkelling in Coral Bay
Leconfield-Jackeroo and
Jillaroo school
Fremantle
Whitsunday Islands
I met a boyfriend
Car exploded in Tasmania
Nimbin – people, culture
Fraser Island

My first hitchhike from Nannup to
Bridgetown
Getting a lift from Nannup with an old
lady to the next town as no buses were
running for 5 wks due to school
holidays
King's Park in Perth
Byron Bay
Southbound festival
Living in Sydney
I wore a bikini
Hiking in Tasmania
Fraser Island – walking to the beach
Night in the tent on the highway

Meeting new people
Manly beach
Manly beach

Botanic Gardens
Opera House

Meeting new people

Christmas day in the sun on the beach

The beach
Whitsundays
Bondi Beach on Christmas day

Meeting new people
Flight over the Great Barrier Reef
My friend being stabbed
The Harbour Bridge and the Opera
House
Sky dive and bungy jump
Kings Canyon
Kings Canyon

Fraser Island

Whitsunday islands

Fraser Island
The 12 Apostles
Sunset at Glenelg Beach
Tasmanian Wilderness

Whitsunday Islands
Sydney
Tour to Alice Springs
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Silvester in Sydney
Leichfield Park – Waterfalls
The Great Ocean Road

Great Ocean Road and The
Grampians
Magnetic Island
New Years Eve in Sydney

Working as a farmer in the outback

Partying in Sydney and meeting
so many great backpackers

Working in a foreign country

Getting robbed in Cairns

The Great Ocean Road
Fraser Island

The Beach in Glenelg
Sailing the Whitsundays
Uluru – I loved the Kings
Canyon

Whitsundays
Meeting Australians in club in
Adelaide
Fraser Island on Xmas Day
Tasmania
New Years Eve in Sydney
Nightlife
Melbourne
Meeting Boyfriend
Camping at Uluru
Working in Monkey Mia
NYE in Melbourne
Uluru
Sunset at Uluru
Christmas at Fraser Island
Fraser Island
Dawn
Guided tour in Fraser Island
New Years party at Nindigully,
best night ever
Cygnet folk festival
Road trip to Darwin to Perth
New Years Eve Sydney Botanical
Gardens
New Years eve/ Xmas Sydney
New Years eve in Botanical
Gardens Sydney, great view on
Harbour Bridge and fire works
Going to the Victoria Night
Markets, Wednesday
Meeting people and gatherings
Having a face to face meeting with
a shark on the GBR
Frazer Island – guided tours/
amazing experience with beautiful
landscapes and nice friendly people

Uluru
Great Barrier Reef
Tour of Uluru and Kings Canyon
Working two jobs in the Darwin
humidity and working with the worst
boss
Making new friendships and losing
them
Alice Springs
Ayres Rock
Fraser Island

Seeing real wildlife

Sunset in the desert near Lake Eyre

Sydney Opera House tour
urban lifestyle in Melbourne
and Sydney
Nimbin day tour
Theme Parks
Snorkelling Coral Reef
Walking through Sydney

Sunset at Uluru

Tour of Alice Springs
12 Apostles
NYE in Sydney
Sky watching at Outback
Whitsunday Sailing Tour
Clean bathrooms in Brisbane
NYE fireworks
rent a car to travel around cape
tribulation
Freddie Le Grand at the Met
Night Club Brisbane
Upper Florentine Protest
Swimming with manta ray and
reef sharks in coral bay
Work in Bundaberg fruit
picking
Adventure sports in blue
mountains

Skydiving
Jet Skiing/Paragliding
Great Ocean Road
NYE in Sydney
Getting to know the locals
Sailing the Whitsundays
BBQ

Alice Springs 3 day tour
Theme parks
Beach
Sailing the Whitsundays
Wakeboarding at Logan Cable Park

New Years eve
Chinchilla races
Deloraine, hanging with friends
Mardi Grass Festival in Nimbin
The national parks
Learning to surf in Byron Bay

Visiting Australia’s national
parks seeing all its wildlife

Australian tennis open Melbourne

Flying over Hong Kong during
sunrise
Victoria souzuki night market
on Wednesday night

Arriving at Central City Backpackers
Hobart
Going up on sky high and seeing the
amazing view

Sailing on the Whitsundays

Sydney skyline at night

Cape Tribulation – amazing
beaches

Sydney for New Years Eve. What
else?
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Tasmania – hiking trips through
National Parks
Wineglass Bay Tasmania – 2 days
hike, beautiful coast
Trip around Tasmania with rent a
car and camping and hiking during
the day

Exmouth – swimming with
whale sharks
Albany – beautiful beaches and
plenty of walks nearby
Trip with van to Bundaberg to
Cairns in a week

Monte Bellos
Overland Track – is like a dream when
seeing those beautiful nature
Cairns to Bundaberg

Melbourne – food
Food in Melbourne

Enjoying the Fremantle beach
and life in a small community,
walking at Little Creature
Brewery at the same time
Cottesloe
Cottesloe beach

Driving along the coast

Meeting other travellers

Bundaberg – fruit picking
Fraser Island – 2 day tour
Animals in Qld
Australian History
Brisbane – swimming in the water
Sydney – sand boarding – Port
Stephens
Natural environment
Phillip Island
Road trip – Albany – Adelaide

Townsville
Great Ocean road – day tour
Beautiful beaches

meeting kind Australians

Sailing the Whitsundays

Snorkelling in Qld

Great Ocean Road

Port Arthur – Tasmania

Swimming in the nature with 15
dolphins in a Esperance National
Park

Snorkelling Whitsunday Islands
Coober Pedy - so different and
great photos
Visiting friends
Seeing Fairy Penguins at Phillip
Island walking home

Nice Building designs
Great Ocean Road
Margaret River – Beach – Surf
Wildlife koalas on Magnetic
Island

Playing open mike all over Australia
and enjoying evenings with new
people in every town
Fremantle
Melbourne and Sydney – pubs and
bars

Melbourne city – very friendly
Perth – running beach side
Skydive Mission Beach

Cairns - for the coral reefs

outback - as such

wine tour
Seeing wildlife Kangaroos and
Koalas
NT: Sunset on top of a
mountain in Kakadu NP after a
thunder storm
The landscape, especially Uluru
(outback) is fantastic
Housekeeping in Yulara –
worked in town for three
months
Bush camp from Broom to
Darwin
Great Ocean Road

barbeque

Great Barrier Reef in Cairns

Uluru

Visiting vineyards

Visiting Moonta for Cornish
mining heritage

Sydney harbour area

Fireworks in Sydney on New
Year's Eve

Sand-Boarding in Port Stephens

Lovely beaches everywhere

WA – Snorkelling at Coral Bay
The people here are very often nice
and helpful
Bondi Beach – watched surfers,
walked along the cliff areas, had
lunch at beach café
Bush camp from Perth to Alice
Car breakdown in Sydney
Meeting friends during my long
stay in Sydney and working as an
au-pair for 4 months

Sailing around the Whitsunday
Islands
Snorkelling on the Great Barrier
Reef

Snorkelling at the Great Barrier
Reef and a shark swimming
underneath me
Helicopter rider over the Great
Barrier Reef

12 Apostles at sunset
Sunrise and sunset at Ayers Rock
It is very easy to find a job
Kings Canyon – Stayed two days, did
Rim Walk
Helicopter in the Bungle Bungles
Rain at least 50% of the time

Helicopter ride over the 12 Apostles
Sailing the Whitsundays
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APPENDIX E: UNEDITED SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT
COMMENTS FROM 100 RESPONDENTS
Be more environmentally
friendly
Be cheaper
More direct flights
Affordable package tours
More landmarks
A railing up the west and east coasts History of Aboriginals and British
More affordable
accommodation, food, public
More efficient public transport
transport
More opportunities on getting
sponsorship
Better transport
Better accommodation
Cheaper flights
Price control of food
Social security
Cheaper alcohol
Better drinking water
Cheaper transport
Advertise – offer incentives
Food is expensive
Have cheaper hostels with more
Stricter regulations on food
availability
standards
Australia has to stay the same
A country can't orientate on the wishes of backpackers
otherwise it will lose its identity
Total online system
Lower violence against teenagers
I think Australia appeals already to backpackers
Better street/highway signs
Cleaner hostels
Not take money for everything
In the Netherlands it's already known to be a backpackers place, I don't have any suggestions
Already is a great backpacker
place
Lower cost of living
More jobs available
Be able to feel safe
Discounts around town
Fun things to do at night
Cheaper alcohol
Cheaper food
Make things cheaper .g.
Stop being so touristy
Accommodation
Cheaper accommodation for
Free Internet for backpackers
Aircon in backpackers
backpackers
Offer good value
Good safety and security
Attractive packages
accommodation and clean rooms
Cheaper air fares
Cheap accommodation
More short term jobs
Cheaper to get around
Cheaper air fares
Discount for public transport
More free/cheaper Internet access points
Make more documentaries to show
More advertising worldwide
Cheaper flights for backpackers
the world about Australia
Better security at some hostels
Teach bartenders how to cut
More maps
and pubs
someone off
Arrange more co driving for
Make package travels to other
Lift out the ways to get from one
tourists
places
place to another
Better quality and more respectful
Sort out phone boxes that take all
Cheaper accommodation
hostels
your money
Better treatment of backpackers in
Cheaper accommodation
Improve phone services
some hostels
Real appreciation of the
government and more of the
Support private hostels
Student concessions
locals and Aboriginals
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Some hostel managers are rude
Allow a working visa for Swiss
people
Working holiday visa for Swiss
people
More package tours
Better food
Get rid of racist attitudes
Don't make alcohol so expensive
Fraser Island
Let us drink alcohol on streets
The weather is friendly
More text friendly for bookings
Provide work and travel visas for
more countries
Lower the prices for sightseeing
tours
Golden Coast
Suffer
Public transportations to
attractions outside the towns
Lower prices
Free accommodation

Make public transport more attractive and environmentally friendly
Improve public transport

More maps
More tourist information on areas
No higher prices on Christmas/New Years
Become more backpacker friendly in the work-place
Let people drink in the streets
Whitsundays
Uluru
Give us more chances to get a job
Don't be only interested in our money
Cleaner
People very friendly
Lower the prices for
accommodation
Cheaper accommodation
Great Ocean road
Bar life

Free alcohol
Cheaper alcohol

Can’t imagine anything
Easier to renew visas

Australia is so backpacker friendly

Many youth hostels

Become cheaper

Casual work easily available
Provide a greater variety of tour
operators and coach companies/
different ways of transport
More wireless Internet in the
streets
Big country
Go visit Tasmania

Cheap accommodation

Cheaper accommodation
Continue being so clean
More accommodation
Cheaper accommodation
Cheaper hotels and motels
Cheaper
Cost
Internet venues
Cleaner
Poor hotel services and facilities

Diving
Shopping

More garbage bins in public places

More ways for visa extensions

Work on standard of hostel

Cheaper/free Internet

Take care of the stunning nature

Free food
Cheaper prices for hostels and
caravan parks

Physically make tourists especially
from the north aware of sun dangers
Travel fare cheaper
Provide more facilities than provide
information about Aboriginals

Cheaper /free
Less population
Exmouth
Get the price the same all year not
more at Christmas, New Year and
holidays – expensive hostels
Cheaper tours
People were friendly and
welcoming
Cost
Keep crime rates lower
Free city tour busses
Cleaner
Advertisement
More youth hostels and YHA
Safety
Free transport to and from major
spots

Beautiful nature
Blue Mountains
Have a place non-smoking outside
hostel for eating
More advertising
Continue providing information
easily as you do now
Fast cheap transport between cities

Friendly

Closer pick ups near the city
More information on transport and
travelling
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Cheaper accommodation in
cities
Better country websites
Have a more efficient share-ride Update the harvest trail session
Been here only 2 weeks
Internet site
monthly
Offer projects (help to rescue
Improve the work situation for backpackers concerning harvest jobs (some
environment, animals etc) where
farmers don't pay)
people can participate for free
Could be easier to walk around in for example Cairns
Reduce prices
Have airlines offer
Better visa system for travellers
Cheaper alcohol and night life –
backpacker/concession discounts on already in Australia, currently if in
very difficult to do on a budget
flights since everything is such a
Australia, you can't electronically
large distance
renew
Backpacker hostel must be
Restaurants in the backpackers are
Working holiday visa also for
cleaner
too expensive
Austrians
More/better public transportation More bush camping
Speak more foreign languages
Don't close down on Sat and
Sunday!
More job agency and job
Activity
More free camping area
information
Cheaper flights from the UK
Can't really think of anything, I really like Australia as it is!
Be cheap
More discounts for backpackers,
Some farm owners, they don't pay
Mail delivery
especially transport, airport tax is so
for super
expensive
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APPENDIX F: UNEDITED SUGGESTIONS FOR
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY PRODUCTS FROM 100
RESPONDENTS
environmental friendly/ecological hostels
biking
food containers
free public transit
more bike or roller blade rentals
cheap boat tours on the South Coast
bike tour
horse riding
cat bus in Perth
booking system in information centre
camping outside in a tent
travelling with a bike
more recycling in hostels
train
seeing wildlife in any form possible—
more on Aboriginal experiences
sharks, whales, turtles etc.
accommodation—don't use much energy or back to nature
more tours and education on Indigenous
volunteer work with outdoor activities similar to South America
culture
more recycling in hostels
more awareness of conservation and environmental issues
compost toilets at Meredith music festival should be used where possible
echo tours
cycling tours
canoeing tours
Australian transport system (because I think
Australia's total farm system lower price for accommodation
Qld and NSW have different transport
systems)
surfing
sitting in backpackers
friendly people
very strict rules for entering bars
Fraser Island
Aboriginals
Whitsundays
riding bikes around town
bushwalking
camping
walking tours
camping on beaches
hang gliding
tours on Whitsunday Islands
would like to see more free walks around national parks
camping
camping tour
camping
hiking
camping
bio fuel
guided bush walking
more hostels like Alice’s secret in Alice Springs
more recycling bins available in campsites and small towns
recycling stations in more places
feeding kangaroos in the park
Using more environmentally friendly toilets
Greyhound bus
carbon offset
tours offered by Tribal Travel
free Internet
travel on foot
eco-friendly tours and companies
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any tour being eco-friendly without costing extra
camping
diving in Cairns
needs to be garbage bins everywhere
Fraser Island
Whitsundays
very friendly people
helpful
Bus
beach tours
more affordable sailing options
Air conditioned rooms
I like solar powered towers
maximum capacity on flights is a must
group tours example smash and grab
Go walk about
every tourist attraction in Oz requires a car/
maybe need more trains
bus
extend national parks—so they become bigger and are more
history cultural tours of towns in Tasmania
protected
hiking/less cars
biking
camping
more recycling—there is none in hostels or anywhere
tours and community experience
rainforest cabins
YHA—they are safe and clean
one day tours are cheap and fun
local tours
environmental accommodation in forests—eco
more recycling options
nature parks
cheap and easy transport systems
wild life
eco resorts
self sufficient hostels—with rainwater, solar
tree house style accommodation
power
spend a few days with an Aboriginal community
tram systems
staying in eco friendly tree house accommodation
share ride and accommodation
work for experiences
tours that are eco certificated
YHA
cycling
wildlife cruises
conservation volunteers
small group tours
bush camps
more paragliding flying
more bush camping
spots
recycling bins

paper containers

sailing
some of the tours are eco-friendly which I have already been on
tours have been environmentally friendly
affordable eco hostel
Kangaroo Island—is very natural and
cross country cycling
original
camping

national parks—hiking

compost in all states would be
awesome

staying with an Indigenous
community
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anything eco friendly and organic is a high
priority
coral viewing
I think more options could be offered to pay
extra for things like carbon offset or paying
a fee that goes to Aboriginal communities
looking forward to doing a bike ride tour
motivation to ride public transport—
campaigns, promos, discounts
green transport
a bike
have more Aboriginal based tours through
educational means
stayed in Eco Beach YHA
using solar-energy in backpackers
visiting eco-tours to Island
save water
recycling at all hostels

sorting out rubbish

windsurfing

sharing petrol money

eco houses

walking tours

improved co2 levels
transport etc

rented bikes
battery recycling

bought Coles environmentally
friendly bags

more use of public
transportation

bike rentals for free

Australian wide community of
people that offer lifts like
www.mitfahrzentrale.de
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APPENDIX G: WORKSHOP FEEDBACK SURVEY
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APPENDIX H: STRATEGY SUGGESTIONS FROM INDUSTRY
WORKSHOPS
Short Term Strategy Suggestions from Industry Workshops
Adventure—outback trekking
Advertising overseas
Alice Solar City— eco-friendly town
Asian language provisions for Asian backpackers
Better marketing of adventure activities available
Better means of public transport to coastal / rural areas of the state, with frequent service—Greyhound in Tassie
Build up capacity for air travel from interstate
Bundling of ‘adrenalin experiences’ into affordable packages
By promoting what is unique about our region that appeals to backpackers i.e. no sun / no flies
Connecting travellers to WHM jobs
Create promotion of cool climate nature and wilderness—not just continuation
Developing unique experiences relevant to the destination e.g. surfing in NSW diving in Qld
Each capital city to have a backpacker advisory centre. Dept of immigration— travellers aid work etc.
Emphasis on nature and adventure—as key drawcards to Australia
Employment structure for backpackers
Encourage more blogging and other online presence (e.g. Australian travel photography)
Encourage more visitors to Adelaide by breaking the stereotype inflicted by MELB and SYD that Adelaide has
nothing to offer
Encourage tourism body (government) to stop spending in the least popular domains
Environmental strategies—caravan and holiday parks already have environmental / sustainability initiatives and
we can highlight eco-credentials. Focus on this area
Focus on volunteering tourism—especially in Hinterland (world heritage) region
Further development of green tea (tourism environmental audit) for Huon valley region. Reflection on the notion
of environmentally friendly accommodation / tours etc.
Great southern rail own and operate a national product hence our responses may have a slightly different focus
Greater promotion and awareness of region. Especially personal growth opportunity
Improve accessibility to wider region / rural
Improve info and access to info on employment and volunteer opportunities
Improve product quality—government incentives to refurbish
Increase in digital marketing
Increase in jobs available
Increase nature-based activities
Increase opportunities for working holidays—casual employment, etc.
Increased focus on working holiday visas and research into this market
Increased look at domestic and backpacker markets
Jobs—try to create a real network of job sharing. The existing websites, job agencies, fruit picking sites are
useless. The backpackers find jobs just talking with other travellers. No jobs = no travellers.
Keeping prices relatively affordable / value for money service / product
Liaise with interstate / overseas agencies or operators to increase the number of B/P visitors to the state.
(currently around 3 or 4 percent)
Manner in which activities are presented / marketed better reflects motivations of backpackers
Market increased air capacity into OOL (international)
More eco-friendly tours, etc. (like Currumbin)
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More jobs available and financial incentives for employers of backpackers. Maybe no tax on backpackers so
more money for them and no tax payments for businesses
More region specific marketing geared towards the backpacker market.
More work available
October 2009–2019 pandas at Adelaide Zoo. Good local icon to draw in international and domestic visitors
Please refer to Tourism Victoria's backpacker tourism action plan 2009–2013 available from
tourismvictoria.com.au
Promote ‘outback’ experiences
Promote Brisbane as a destination. Adrenalin experiences
Promote our natural landscapes compared to high ?
Promote working opportunities. Large percentage on work holiday visa.
Promotion—safer, cheaper than currently known
Promotion of transport options
Providing better information on job opportunities—maybe a website or organisation
Shift marketing, resources to online channel and away from traditional wholesale / retail distribution model
Stronger destination marketing ‘backpackers’
Targeted campaigns to stimulate this market
The need for frequent short surveys required due to the ever changing situation due to global economic climate
Trying to tap into Eastern states loop to attract more backpackers to WA
Urban adventures—city adrenalin shot with a number of operators bundling experiences
Value added instead of eroding yields and de-valuing brands through discounting
Work closer with international websites in different languages
Working holiday visa liberalisation. 2nd years for all
A bigger better push for the green concept in Tasmania
A change in attitudes of the tourism and hospitality service providers
Accommodation providers offering incentives for backpackers to stay longer on the GC and participate in
attraction activities. e.g. discount card for major attractions or free ticket with accommodation
Achieve understanding of the above on Tourism Australia and Tourism New South whales
Additional transport services
Addressing current issues such as swine flu, liquor licensing (in terms of how it will affect travellers) and letting
BP's know what were doing to fix problems
Attractive visa programs
Bondi ‘magic bus’ get backpackers to Bondi and back transport is not good
By focusing on aspects we know are important to backpackers i.e. developing personality / culture, etc.
Continue to educate regions diversity rather than glitter strip
Create more famous land marks around Australia SYD—Opera House / middle of Australia—Uluru, Melbourne
- ?, Perth - ?
Develop a dedicated brochure to our red service aboard the trains with suitably aligned third party product
Development of traveller centres like pearls on a string in easy reachable distance from each other
Environmental aspect improvement
Experience—trying something out of the norm
Focus on personal development and related experiences (swim with whale sharks, see Kimberley)
Geography lessons, many people don’t know Tasmania really exists or doubt it
Help hostels/backpackers become eco certified and accredited. Then promote region as ‘green’
Improve infrastructure in these regions to assist backpacker to experience wider regions
Improve opportunities to socialise with other travellers (e.g. backpackers events and group activities)
In terms of caravan and camping accommodation, make information more accessible at entry points.
Increase in adrenalin-based activities
Increase awareness of community participation in regards to seasonal workers e.g. fruit picking etc.
Increase in regional website info which could be linked to Australia.com
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Increase work holiday visa numbers from Asian countries. Especially China and India
Increased airline capacity i.e. Tiger is now flying from Melbourne and Adelaide. If it also flew from Sydney and
perhaps to Darwin would increase share of backpackers coming to Central Australia
Increased focus on uni student market and research into these markets where they travel, find their information
motivations, interests etc.
Intercept—educational institutes—cafes—social areas
International events for the region
Keep tours and attractions affordable and offer value for money
Look at other leveraging partners—despite having beds utilising ‘wicked campers’ success as opposed to only
airlines could help
Loss of backpacker accommodation in town is an issue. Need more accommodation
Model to recognise / reward experiential purchases to fund ‘essential services’ i.e. accommodation and reward
spend on accommodation to fund experience purchases. i.e. leverage the fact they are highly experiential and
fund guaranteed sights for tourist, adventure travel . STO / RTO funding model
More? and better hostel accommodation and more of it
More volunteer programs available for backpackers
Moving travellers into regional areas
Offer more incentives— free ferry to KI, 3rd night free, win video camera/iPhone to blog experiences
Operators to diversify product offer something new and funky
Personal development needs of backpackers—communicating how these needs can be delivered by Aust = ???
holiday
Promote coach/train travel—trans-WA, Greyhound, etc. —develop new routes to Exmouth etc.
Promote our natural beach culture at the southern end of GC
Promote work opportunities
Providing more in depth activity information to the market— there is a perception until they arrive that Alice
Springs has limited attractions/activities.
Push the government for a longer working holiday visa
Push to improve domestic transport to various areas of the state. make it easier for competitors to enter the
market
Range of activities marketed in integrated manner e.g. mountains, sea—potential for exploration of environment
as a whole
Tactical marketing—promoting the increased value on offer
To make construction industry induction card and other industries a national card—not state by state
Web engine/backpacker booking engine packaging Gold Coast accommodation and attractions
WOM campaigns in other capitals to promote the assets of our state and get backpackers talking about the
awesome experiences available in SA. e.g. KI, Flinders Ranges, Outback, Coober Pedy and rich food/wine
culture in the Adelaide region
A bigger better push for adrenalin based activities in Tasmania
Attract tourism development in the region to establish a quality backpacker accommodation venue to appeal not
only to seasonal work but all year
Coordination between product / operators e.g. experiences that lead to new location, accommodation, new
experience.
Creative packaging
Develop volunteering experiences—especially in more remote locations e.g. small country towns
Developing more backpacker specific opportunities—provide more cost effective tours i.e. cultural interaction
(mainly high end priced at present).
Ensure all hostels / back packer accommodation options are of a high standard of cleanliness.
Environmental marketing
Generating working holiday employment
Hostel upgrades to influence word of mouth
Improve access to the employment opportunities to encourage them to stay longer
Increase web awareness of our red service
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Increased focus at what is wanted out of Australia and what region can provide—thus for the first real time make
and coordinate an actual plan (ATG comes in on coast) to comprehensively appeal
Measurability—measure outside traditional areas e.g. accommodation commercial premises
More efficient transport options—interstate and around WA
More diverse product and walking experiences
More work available for backpackers or better means of providing info about where work is
Of course the travellers are less than 30 y old ... after that you can't have the visa!
Offer travel passes within cities
Packaging/bundling experiences and/or destinations
Promote our aboriginal culture with Gold Coast history
Promotion of WA as an ideal backpacker destination
Road/ rail infrastructure
Stress low environmental footprint of travel in Australia in warm climate
To investigate Asian harvest contractors bringing in workers on WHM visas. All harvest contractors should be
registered
Utilise the wine/food regions, bring into the city. e.g. in Canada recently they had local produce in shops,
participants ‘sip n shop’ following a map of the shops where a free tasting area was set up - bought items and
enjoyed produce
Visa conditions
Work opportunities that meet desirable conditions named by backpacker
Work with operators to also adopt more ‘green strategies’.
Improve hostel standards
Accuracy and honesty in advertised prices for accommodation
Address accessibility of different languages and physical access
Campaign for baby boomers backpacker. Mature travellers are increasingly interested in adventure and often
have more money and time to journey abroad
Capitalise on ‘GFC’—people are losing jobs—ride out the GFC backpacking through Oz!
Coordinate marketing with airlines
Greater Facebook and social networking site presence
Improve transport links
Intercept with incentives with operators on tour e.g. ATA, OZ
Invest in infrastructure / roads = sealed roads and possible regional coach / public transport in region.
Marketing WA at key points of Eastern states loop—even offering free one way tickets if return ticket firmly
booked more than 2 or 3 months later
Producer development and marketing support for small operators in regional areas—tourism marketing and
support often targets larger high yield developments—integration of smaller operators in coordination marketing.
Promote our closeness to Byron Bay and Nimbin
Target older backpackers and business adaption to older demographic
Work on developing the area as a strong/attractive working holiday destination.
Coordination of marketing between national state tourism organisation
Develop quality control (star rating?) system for hostels—and monitor!!
More assistance in finding work
Please feel free to contact me re. commercial models for this
Promote the fact we have 2 airports within 1 hour of each other
Web development and awareness in regional hostels outside of the Huon Valley
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Long Term Strategy Recommendations from Industry Workshops
Affordability
Attempt to look at filling the gap between Australia being a strong motive for personal development but
extremely weak for spirituality. Therefore a campaign to re-educate
Backpackers information get on first point of arrival. This would be seen as a concerted industry effort to make
backpackers welcomed
Better facilities for non-English speaking visitors (e.g. transportation (public), info centres etc.
Better understanding about the potential of this segment among STOs and NTOs
Boosting promotion of what the study says they want, e.g. beaches, adrenalin rush activities, how to be
community aware (e.g. volunteer for charities when staying in OZ), promote us as a green destination—be green
friendly
Continue all above!—continuous improvement, not one off, build on success (and learn from mistakes!)
Continue with low cost airlines. Australia can be seen as too expensive at times, even more so when regional
dispersal required
Develop new and exciting product which focuses on the fun stuff and is fashionable
Developing more work/travel opportunities for travellers on a working holiday visa
Easier accessibility to more areas around the country i.e. better roads/some standard throughout the country ability to access more remote locations.
Eco-based volunteer work and cultural experiences. Value for money experiences you can't recreate anywhere
else. e.g. bungy run out of interest. Living within a community building school house or community garden is
worthwhile. Want a lasting positive impact
Environmental
Extend WHM visa (417) conditions i.e. (increase age limit and allow to apply for two visas per person)
Focus on one core marketing strategy—message is too sporadic and changes regularly
Focus on some of the different regions, not the same places all the time
Focusing on the uniqueness of Australia
Greater emphasis on promoting other than the current iconic destinations
I think it is already a very appealing destination for backpackers
Improve info and access to info on employment and volunteer opportunities
Improve infrastructure
Improve public transport! Our trains, etc. are from the stone age.
Improvement/clean-up of Surfers Paradise. Feedback has been negative in regards to cleanliness, etc.
Improving train network and marketing of travel?
Increase in social network—marketing
Increase use of social networking international blogger / programs—increased positive word of mouth.
Infrastructure investment = roads / accommodation / services
Keeping the environment/nature clean and protected, like it is portrayed here in Australia
Less packaged / hard sell products—better independent sources that are more accessible
Let’s not become too regulated!
Maintain low unemployment
Make a concentrated effort to keep travel and accommodation costs within the reach of budget travellers
Make a couple of films targeting backpackers highlighting awesome activities in the plot
Make visa application free!
Marketing needs to be in line with current values
More and better hostels
More collaboration within the industry
More communication with this industry at grass root level.
More cultural aspect—Aboriginals. Backpackers are disappointed about Australia Uluru
More eco / adventure offerings
More free attractions
Off road bike / cycle path down the east coast by linking existing bike paths.
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Promote eco-credentials
Promote eco-tourism certified products
Promoting environmentally sustainable backpacking options
Quality
Regulating farm stay / fruit picking businesses to stop exploitation of backpackers
Relaxation of 2nd WHM visa to include all industries
Remain fresh, youthful as a destination
Review marketing strategies for targeting market. Why so much money spent on shows / expos when role of
agents etc is decreasing
Sealed road outback highway linking Qld, NT and WA to make travel across Australia easier
Sell the uniqueness and adventure of the Australian experience e.g. don’t show the dull of the Australian
beaches, show remote camping in Australia.
Subsidised tickets between Australia and key Asian backpacker destinations
Transport options— i.e. train from international/domestic airport to city and Fremantle
True we have to come up with new stuff
Try to not build awful buildings in front of the ocean like they did in South Beach in Fremantle
Visa access for both education and work
Work on the green image of Australia
Working holiday market opportunities
Air fares competitive and seat capacity
Better public liability laws
Better quality control of accommodation provided
Both federal and state governments are about to spend millions on training apprentices, the problem will arise
when they are due to go into the work force. The law requires them to be supervised by a tradesperson which we
do not have. We need backpacker tradesmen and women help to train new apprentices. The argument will arise
it's an opportunity for 457 visa applicants but many apprentices are now employed in a group training scheme
which needs short term employees
Concentrating on the outback and regional areas
Creative packaging of cultural products and opportunities to engage
Developing destinations apart from well-trodden path in Eastern states
Developing more relationships with farmers and employers in rural Australia that offer harvest work programs.
Also improving the quality and safety of these programs
Development of customs and unrelated content on destination and product website
Development of innovative product e.g. potential to work with indigenous communities or projects that allow for
experiencing culture, learning about environment etc whilst volunteering in defined project. Redefine
adventure—much product is passive rather then active adventure—support and promote high adrenalin projects
Encourage more positive online promotion (promotion here needs to be more subtle)
Ensuring accommodation hostels stay affordable and relaxed
Fix tax for backpacker
Focus greater on regional dispersion of attracting backpackers
Food style—Typical Australian Food is not English!
Get Government to focus on this market
Green tea implementation to other retail services outside of tourism
I feel Australia is always going to be a top destination as it has such a diverse product and market to offer
Improve transport
Increase access to the area with public transport, but keep the attraction of the untouched areas
Increase awareness to international backpackers of things other than just beaches and indigenous. Promote
Australia as a holistic destination—world heritage/nature, environmental, education, outback, city, rural, hot,
cold (climate). Trade on the ‘whole’ of country experience
Increased focus on promoting destinations as study destinations
Increased marketing
International/domestic transport systems
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Introduction of more low cost carriers into Australia
Investigate older backpackers
Keep easy the possibility of purchasing vehicles
Keep the outback outback—i.e. let's not overdevelop the outback. Leave it as it is. No more roads
Let a backpacker re-apply for visa and work / travel visa
Major sporting event/social events
Offer cheap alternatives for travelling the long distances and quality budget accommodation in between
Online advocates
Promote, marketing and push to strengths (i.e. personal growth, nature/culture) that our region has that this
market wants
Provide easy platforms to find work and volunteering opportunities Australia wide (convenience)
Putting structures in place that allow for backpackers to plan prior to arrival i.e. tour / accommodation
Quality accommodation/star ratings
Safety
So many different climates all in one place. Winter in Tas, fly to Darwin to warm up
Spending money on enabling TA to spend money promoting Australia abroad
Such a large country, you cannot possibly see it in one trip
Tapping into the emotional needs/motivations and communicating how these can be achieved in Australia
Use social networks to encourage greater interest
Working holiday visa program liberalisations!
Working visas—processes, ease, campaign, etc. TQ ‘job of the world’ brilliant!
Better services from the airport
Competing on Internet as a destination
Enviro compliance
Exchange programs with universities to have persons based in education institutions abroad
Highlight cultural aspects outside of Sydney central, looking outside of main cities
If we want to keep Australia priced well for backpackers we need to keep bed prices down. For this maybe govt
financial incentives (tax breaks etc.) so hostels costs are down therefore decreasing the need to up the room
prices
Increase to 3 year visa
Innovative campaigns focusing on key trend adventures / individually—competitions to attract high?
Job access and the length of work options—student being able to work longer during and after education
Making sure ALL destinations are marketed within Australia and keeping it very broad
More airlines, more international arrival destinations
Offer more unique experiences e.g. spend time in Indigenous communities, farm stays, conservation and wildlife
etc. (i.e. experiences that can only be found in OZ)
Offering quality assured accommodation options for budget prices. Combined with free nature experiences
Our competitors, such as South Australia are gaining heavily because it is a fresh experience, which is seen more
as an adventure
Rate the accommodation solutions
Reputation of hostels / accommodation and tour operations ‘quality benchmark’
Show backpackers the varied outbacks and off the beaten tracks Australia has to offer
Trying to lengthen the stay of those backpackers already here
Create ‘South Pacific’ destination marketing
CSR and industry / government to be developed taking into account the host communities (keep them unique)
Ease of travel and consideration of environmental impacts—development of alternative modes of travel and
information about how travel can be managed / coordinated i.e. getting from A to B easily with least impact
Focusing on promoting WHM visa
Give all tourists one free trip to any unknown regional area
Hostels provide accommodation for backpackers who generate good income for the economy. Maybe hostels
need incentives as mentioned above
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Promote as a SAFE destination
Promote Australia abroad— documentary—culture
Better ? Have destinations away from big cities, particularly regional areas— DO NOT USE state ??? areas
Capitalise on cheap airfares and marketing
Use icons but compare and contrast e.g. forests on land, kelp forests in sea, GBR / cold water exp, Opera House
versus Cradle Mountain as icons
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Sustainable Tourism Cooperative Research
Centre (STCRC) is established under the
Australian Government’s Cooperative
Research Centres Program.
STCRC is the world’s leading scientific
institution delivering research to support the
sustainability of travel and tourism—one of the
world’s largest and fastest growing industries.

Introduction
STCRC has grown to be the largest dedicated
tourism research organisation in the world,
with $187 million invested in tourism research
programs, commercialisation and education
since 1997.
STCRC was established in July 2003 under the
Commonwealth Government’s CRC program
and is an extension of the previous Tourism
CRC, which operated from 1997 to 2003.

Role and responsibilities
The Commonwealth CRC program aims to
turn research outcomes into successful new
products, services and technologies. This
enables Australian industries to be more
efficient, productive and competitive.

The program emphasises collaboration
between businesses and researchers to
maximise the benefits of research through
utilisation, commercialisation and technology
transfer.
An education component focuses on producing
graduates with skills relevant to industry
needs.

STCRC’s objectives are to enhance:
•

the contribution of long-term scientific and
technological research and innovation
to Australia’s sustainable economic and
social development;

•

the transfer of research outputs into
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social benefit to Australia;

•

the value of graduate researchers to
Australia;

•

collaboration among researchers,
between searchers and industry or other
users; and

•

efficiency in the use of intellectual and
other research outcomes.

